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1

CRN SD 032

General
This glossary is a collection of common railway signalling terms and their meanings
according to historical usage by signalling engineers in the NSW railways.
Meanings may not correspond to usage of similar terms in other rail systems.
The glossary is intended as general information.
Persons complying with railway safeworking procedure requirements or with signalling
specification requirements, or responding to other signalling documents, are to follow the
definitions and usage contained in those publications and documents.

2

Glossary of Terms

2.1

Absolute Block
A system of train operation that prevents more than one train being in the block section at
any one time.

2.2

Accept Lever
The lever or control device that is operated in order to accept a train towards the signaller’s
interlocking or area of control from the adjacent interlocking, section or area of control.

2.3

Accreditation
Accreditation is the process by which a person's qualifications, experience and
competence are assessed in order to certify that person to perform specific inspection and
testing duties.

2.4

Advanced Train Control System (ATCS)
An incomplete American development for advanced signalling and train control systems
founded on a standard specification for a digital data communications network including a
train-based communications platform. ATCS specifications would incorporate
transmission based positive train separation as well as non-signalling features such as
locomotive health monitoring.

2.5

‘A’ Light
An indication in the form of a letter ‘A’ mounted on a running signal which when displayed
instructs the driver to treat the running signal as an automatic signal.

2.6

Alterations
Alterations refer to modifications and like for like renewals and are essentially works
associated with a maintenance activity except when included as part of New and Altered
Works

2.7

Analysis
This is an inspection of items of equipment for conformance of component type, rating,
indexing, labelling, and allocation to the documentation details of the design plans,
diagrams, analysis sheets and specification
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2.8
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Annett Key
A key with wards which is fitted either to a staff or a large handle and which is used to
operate the Annett lock on interlocking equipment or to operate a Duplex lock.

2.9

Annett Lock
A lock operated by an annett key and used to lock, release or operate signalling equipment.

2.10

Apparatus
Apparatus shall refer to the signalling equipment system as a whole or as separate items
of signalling control and operating equipment, signalling materials, and structures housing
signalling equipment.

2.11

Apparatus Function Test
See “Apparatus" and "Function Test" Generally refers to function tests of an item of
installed equipment, particularly trackside apparatus when set to work from the local
controls.

2.12

Approach Clearing
A term used in connection with the clearing of a signal upon the approach of a train.

2.13

Approach Lighting
A method of illuminating signal lights upon the approach of a train.

2.14

Approach Locking
Approach locking is track locking applied to prevent the alteration of points interlocked by
a route, or the setting of an opposing route, once the signal for the route has been cleared
and an approaching train has received an indication that the signal has been cleared.

2.15

Area of Control
The extent of track, subject to the control of a single signaller. Includes any automatic
signalling supervised by the signaller.

2.16

Aspect Sequence Test
An aspect sequence test is the verification of the signals aspect and aspect sequence in
accordance with the design drawings and any special aspect sequence charts drawn up
specifically for this test.

2.17

Automatic Normalisation of Catch-Points
Catch-points which are automatically operated to the normal position when the route is
normalised after the passage of a train.

2.18

Automatic Re-Clearing
Automatic re-clearing, when initiated by the signaller, enables a controlled running signal
route which has already been set, to operate in the same manner as automatic signals and
thus avoid the need for the signaller to ‘re-stroke’ the signal to clear it again after the
passage of a train. This feature is not generally provided if there is risk of wrong road
movements occurring.
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2.19
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Automatic Route Normalisation
The automatic normalising of signal routes after a train passes the signal.

2.20

Automatic Route Setting
A system which is used in conjunction with an interlocking system to automatically operate
signals and points for the passage of trains.
Signal routes over facing points which are set automatically for trains based on information
derived from timetables, train describers and/or a priority based algorithm.

2.21

Automatic Signalling System
A system of safeworking used on double lines in track-circuited sections between adjacent
controlled interlockings. In this system the section between two controlled interlockings is
usually equipped with automatic signals so that more than one train may travel in the same
direction at one time.

2.22

Automatic Switch Box
Equipment associated with a staff instrument at an unattended station in an Electric Train
Staff section. The automatic switch box enables an electric train staff for the section to be
withdrawn from the staff instrument at the opposite end of the section, provided the staff
instruments are in phase, as they would be if there is no other staff already withdrawn.

2.23

Automatic Train Operation (ATO)
A system that includes Automatic Train Protection but also can start up, accelerate, coast,
slow or stop the train in accordance with information received and without input from a
driver.

2.24

Automatic Train Protection (ATP)
A system which supervises train speed and target speed, alerts the driver of the braking
requirement, and enforces braking when necessary. The system may be intermittent,
semi-continuous or continuous according to its track-to-train transmission updating
characteristics.

2.25

Automatic Train Reporting
The automatic reporting of the running of individual trains which is compared against the
timetable. The information is usually derived from computer based train describer or train
control systems and the train’s identity is recorded at the time it passes nominated signals,
or over nominated track circuits, or over track transponders, or is entered manually at
nominated locations. The details are usually compared with the actual timetable stored in
a computer and reported by exception to nominated terminals on the computer’s network.

2.26

Automatic Trainstop System
A system which uses trainstops, for braking enforcement. The trainstops are operated by
the signalling system and initiate an emergency brake application on a passing fitted train
if the train should have stopped or has been detected as travelling above the required
speed.

2.27

Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI)
A system which positively identifies a vehicle as it passes a location by reading an
identification label on the vehicle, and relays this information to a control centre.
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Automatic Warning System (AWS)
A British Railways’ intermittent track to train audible warning system, which supervises the
driver’s reaction to signal caution aspects and indicates to the driver the passing of a clear
aspect. Mostly advisory, however it will cause a brake application to be made automatically
if the driver fails to react when approaching a restrictive aspect.

2.29

Availability
The probability that a system will be able to perform its designated function when required
for use.
The percentage of operational time that an item is able to perform its designated function.
The probability that a signalling system is able to exercise effective control and
management of train movements. This may be divided into availability at various levels of
functionality –
- With full functionality.
- With reduced functionality but without resort to alternative systems of.
- Control, and without more than minimal delay to train services.
- Under emergency control arrangements, using alternative controls or.
- Alternative systems of safeworking.

2.30

Axle Counters
Equipment used to detect and indicate whether a section of track is occupied by a train, or
part of a train. It does this by counting the number of axles of each train as it enters and
leaves the section.

2.31

Back Light
A light showing through a small glass - covered opening in the back of a signal lamp on a
mechanical signal. A back light is used to provide signallers at night with a means of
checking the position of a semaphore signal arm and the operation of the signal light.

2.32

Balise (See Transponder)

2.33

Ballast Resistance
The resistance offered by the ballast, sleepers, etc., to the flow of leakage current from
one rail of a track circuit to the other.

2.34

Beacon (See Transponder)

2.35

Bell Continuity Test
This is the process whereby the wiring is checked to see that it is in conformity with the
wiring diagrams and that all wires are continuous from termination point to termination
point.
This test is generally carried out simultaneously with a wire count (see separate definition),
and insulation test.

2.36

Berth Track
The track circuit immediately on the approach side of a signal.
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Bi-Directional Signalling System
A system of safeworking with signalling provided to allow the movement of trains in both
directions over a line.

2.38

Block Instruments
Instruments fixed at each end of a block telegraph section and fitted with visual indicators
which act as a reminder to the signaller as to the state of that block telegraph section. The
block indicator in these block instruments shows “Line Closed”, “Line Clear”, “Train on
Line” and “Train Arrived”.

2.39

Block Post
A temporary safeworking location located within a pilot staff or block working section to
increase the flow of traffic and worked in accordance with the safeworking procedures.

2.40

Block Section
A length of running line of defined limits, the entry to which is usually governed by stop
signals.

2.41

Block Telegraph System
A system of safeworking used on double lines, usually in non track-circuited areas. Each
interlocking is equipped with a block instrument(s). The instruments are electrically
interconnected between interlockings to allow signallers to transmit train working signals
to each other and to indicate the condition of the section. Under normal conditions, the
authority for a train to occupy a section between interlockings is the clearing of the starting
or home/starting signal.

2.42

Block Working
Any method of working trains where a train must not depart from a safeworking location
until the preceding train has either arrived complete at the safeworking location in advance,
or has been reported as having been placed clear of the line.

2.43

Blocking
A means to prevent clearance of a signal when it is desired to inhibit entry of a train
movement into the block section governed by the signal.

2.44

Blocking Facility
A device applied by signallers to the controls of signals and points and to other safeworking
equipment in order to prevent the controls or equipment from being operated. Blocking
facilities remind the signaller not to operate these levers, switches, keyboard commands
or safeworking equipment.

2.45

Blocking: Field
Vital blocking which makes use of a vital relay located at the controlled point or remote
controlled interlocking.

2.46

Blocking: Non Vital
Non-vital blocking is blocking which is incorporated in an Operator Interface or Train
Control System to inhibit specific controls to call routes and points from being sent out to
an interlocking.
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Blocking: Vital
Blocking which is incorporated in the interlocking apparatus and uses vital equipment to
prevent the operation of particular signalling apparatus. Operator controls to apply blocking
are independent of controls to remove the blocking.

2.48

Board: Advisory Speed
A distinctive speed board indicating to drivers to reduce the speed of the train so that the
train is not travelling in excess of the speed shown on the board before passing the next
signal ahead. However, as soon as the driver observes that the next signal ahead is
displaying a full clear indication, normal track speed for that indication may be resumed.
The driver does not allow the train to exceed any other lower temporary or permanent track
or train speed restrictions, irrespective of the speed indicated by the advisory speed board.

2.49

Board: Caution
A temporary speed board with the word CAUTION and a speed plate attached to warn
drivers of the speed at which trains are to travel over the next portion of the line which may
be unsafe at normal speed.

2.50

Board: Clearance
A board at the end of a temporary speed board zone with the word CLEARANCE to
indicate to drivers that normal track speed can be resumed.

2.51

Board: Limit of Shunt
A safeworking notice board on a running line indicating a point beyond which shunting
movements must not be made.

2.52

Board: Permanent Speed
A fixed board which indicates to the driver the maximum allowable speed for trains on the
portion of line ahead up to the next speed board.

2.53

Board: Stop
A safeworking notice board inscribed “Stop”, at which all trains must stop and must not
pass until authorised.

2.54

Board: Warning
A temporary speed board with the word WARNING and a speed plate attached to warn
drivers of the speed at which trains are to travel over the next portion of the line which may
be unsafe at normal speed.

2.55

Bolt Lock
A metal bar or plunger, combined with a cross-slide and arranged in such a manner as to
prevent movement of the cross-slide when the plunger is inserted.

2.56

Bond
Usually refers to a conductive cable or wire connecting to rails of a track to provide a
reliable low electrical resistance path for track circuit and/or traction return currents.
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2.57

Bond: Electrolysis (See Electrolysis Bond)

2.58

Bond: Impedance

CRN SD 032

A centre tapped iron cored coil connected between the rails that has a high reactance to
track circuit alternating currents but low resistance to DC traction return current. It is used
to provide a continuous path for traction return current where insulated joints are used to
separate adjacent track circuits.

2.59

Bond: Plug
A traction bond with the termination on each end of the bond consisting of a cylindrical
plug which forms a close fit in a hole drilled in the rail web. It is secured in place by the
expanding action of a bond plug being driven into a hole through its centre.

2.60

Bond Plug
The bullet-shaped piece of steel which is used to secure a plug bond.

2.61

Bond: Rail
A bond connected to adjoining rails to ensure reliable electrical conductivity around
mechanical rail joints.

2.62

Bond: Resonated Impedance
An impedance bond provided with a secondary winding, connected to a capacitor, to
increase the impedance of the bond to track circuit currents.

2.63

Bond: Traction
A bond of low resistance providing a reliable path for the traction return current around
non-insulated rail joints.

2.64

Bond: Welded
A bond which is welded to the rails.

2.65

Bond Wire
Solid or stranded wire which is welded or pinned with channel pins around rail joints to
provide reliable electrical conductivity.

2.66

Bonding: Parallel
The bonding of both rails of a turnout such that they are connected in parallel with the other
straight rails comprising the track circuit.

2.67

Bonding: Series
The bonding of both rails of a turnout such that all rails comprising a track circuit are
connected in series.

2.68

Bonding: Series/Parallel
The bonding of one rail of a turnout as series bonding and the other rail of the turnout as
parallel bonding.
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Bootleg
A protection for track circuit wires where the wires leave the conduit or ground near the
rail. Generally a termination point between wires that connect to the rails and the
corresponding cable leads that go to the trackside equipment location.

2.70

Brake Delay Time
The time which elapses after a brake application is initiated until the train brakes start to
apply.

2.71

Braking Curves
Plots of speed against distance for the braking performance of particular trains from
various speeds over various gradients.

2.72

Braking Distance
For a nominated portion of railway the maximum distance which any train operating on
such portion of railway at its maximum authorised speed, will travel during a full service
application of the brakes, between the point where such application is initiated and the
point where the train comes to a stop.

2.73

Broken Rail Detection
The detection of broken rails, usually through failure of track circuits which use the rails as
conductors.

2.74

Cab Signal
Apparatus installed in the driver’s cab for giving visual and/or audible indication as to the
signal aspect, or position of semaphore arms, or in lieu of fixed signals.

2.75

Cable
An insulated electrical conductor, or group of conductors separately insulated and
contained within the one insulating sheath.

2.76

Cable: Aerial
A multi-conductor cable, designed for erection on an overhead line wire route.

2.77

Cable: Co-Axial
An insulated conductor within a conductive sleeve covered by an insulating sheath. The
conductor and sleeve form the two conductors of the one circuit.

2.78

Cable Joint
The electrical in-line connection of the conductors of two lengths of cable and the insulation
and sealing of those connections.

2.79

Cable Joint: Re-Enterable
A form of cable joint housing which is not permanently sealed, permitting subsequent
access to the joint interior without destruction of the housing or cable.
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Cable: Leaky Co-Axial
A special co-axial cable which radiates radio transmission signals continuously along its
length.

2.81

Cable: Optical Fibre
A medium for long-distance transmission of data by transmission of light pulses by total
internal reflection along a fine glass fibre. A number of individual fibres with mechanical
protection are usually built up into a single optical fibre cable.

2.82

Cable: Pit
A partially buried chamber through which underground cables run and are accessible at
that point. Frequently installed to facilitate the pulling of cables through underground
conduits.

2.83

Cable Route
The route and its method of construction for cables running between equipment locations
(main cables) or between equipment locations and trackside equipment (tail cables, local
cables).

2.84

Cable Route: Re-Enterable
A cable route where the cables can be added or removed from the route e.g. surface
troughing or underground conduit.

2.85

Cable Route: Underline Crossing (ULX)
An underline crossing (under track crossing) where the cable route crosses under the track
from one side of the line to the other, usually at right angles to the track.

2.86

Cable Troughing
Lidded ducting for housing cable runs in surface cable routes, e.g. ground level troughing
GLT or troughing elevated on posts (pegline).

2.87

Catch-Points
A set of points usually comprising a single switch or run-off lead, the normal position of
which provides an open trap to a movement in the facing direction resulting in an enforced
derailment thus avoiding a potential collision between movements. When the catch-points
are closed they enable authorised facing and trailing moves to take place.

2.88

Catch Rod
A rod connected to the catch handle of a mechanical lever which engages, directly or
through the means of a catch block, with the quadrant of the interlocking frame, to hold the
lever in the desired position.

2.89

Certification
Certification is the signing of certification documents by qualified, competent persons
attesting that the design, product or installation is in accordance with the specification
requirements as verified by appropriate inspections and/or tests.
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2.90
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Channel Pin
Grooved, tapered steel pin which is used to secure a bond wire to form a reliable
connection between the rail and bond wire. It is driven into the hole in the web of the rail
alongside the bond wire.

2.91

Check Rail
A rail or guide placed 45mm inside the running face of the rail to prevent wheel flanges
passing on the wrong side of the tip of the “V” crossing. The check rail may also be used
in other applications where it is desirable to provide an additional guide for wheel flanges.

2.92

Chromaticity (Signal Lenses)
Colour quality expressed numerically.

2.93

Chromaticity Co-Ordinates
Two numbers that fix the position of a point on a colour diagram in order to numerically
and graphically represent the colour of a lens or light source. The numbers represent the
proportions of two of three primary colours in a mixture that matches the colour specified.
These proportions are expressed in terms of the co-ordinates x, y in the CIE colorimetric
system (AS 2633).

2.94

Circuit Controller
A device for opening and closing electric circuits.

2.95

Circuit Function Test to Wiring Diagram
This is the energisation of each circuit, or part of a circuit, and verifying by operation or
disconnection that each and every control device, fuse and link is effective in controlling
the circuit function in accordance with the circuit diagram. The specific contacts on control
devices such as relays are not verified.

2.96

Circuit: Polarised
A circuit path in which the flow of electric current is reversed from time to time.

2.97

Circuit Strap and Function Test to Wiring Diagram
This is a more in-depth circuit function test. It is the energisation of each circuit, or part of
circuit, and verifying by operation or disconnection that each and every control contact,
fuse and link is effective in controlling the circuit function in accordance with the circuit
diagram.
As each control contact is operated to open the circuit, a strap is applied across the contact
and re-energisation of the circuit is verified by observation of the voltmeter and circuit
function.

2.98

Clear
A proceed indication displayed by a signal.
The highest (least restrictive) proceed indication displayed by an upper quadrant
semaphore signal.
In reference to a track circuit or block section or signal route, the absence of a train.
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Clearance Bar
A bar fixed alongside the rail and terminating at the clearing point of two converging lines.
The clearance bar is interlocked with the points in such a manner that they cannot be
moved while a train is passing over or standing on the bar.

2.100

Clearance Point
The nominated point where rail vehicles or trains are deemed clear of others at converging
points or other locations.

2.101

Clearance Post
A white post approximately 150 mm above rail level fixed at the clearance point of two
converging lines. Where necessary a white light is displayed on the clearance post during
dark.

2.102

Clearing Control
A control used on some Block Telegraph sections. On sections where clearing control is
in operation, it prevents the block instrument at B from giving “Train arrived” until the train
has arrived complete within the home signal at B.

2.103

Clearing Point
A nominated location on a running line at or beyond the home signal at an interlocking.
The line must be clear to this location before the signaller can accept a train from the signal
or interlocking in the rear. In track circuit areas the clearing point is at the end of the overlap
track.

2.104

Closing Keys
Interlocking keys with bow handles for securing frames at stations and other places when
closed.

2.105

Closing Lever
A lever, in an interlocking machine, which, when operated to reverse, will cause the signals
on the main line through routes to either operate automatically or remain in the clear
position.

2.106

Contact Proving Test
This is an apparatus inspection and apparatus function test to prove that equipment
contacts are the correct type, are correctly adjusted and electrically open and close when
the equipment is operated.

2.107

Commissioning (of Signalling Equipment)
Commissioning is the final phase of the implementation of signalling installation work
where the installed equipment is permanently connected through, set to work, tested,
accepted as ready to bring into use, and then brought into operational use in accordance
with the safeworking procedures. Once commissioned, signalling equipment is to be
operated and maintained by authorised, suitably competent persons, and is to be formally
booked out of use, in accordance with the safeworking procedures, when no longer
operationally required or when work, which could interfere with the safe operation of the
signalling equipment, is to be carried out.
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Common Return Circuit
A term applied where one wire is used for the return of more than one electric circuit.

2.109

Compensator
An appliance with a pair of cranks so connected as to reverse the direction of travel in a
run of iron rodding, and thereby counteract the expansion or contraction caused by
changes of temperature.

2.110

Computer Based Interlocking (CBI)
A computerised software system for providing the interlocking between points and signals.

2.111

Conditional Clearance
The clearance of a train stop or signal at a reduced overlap clearance point, conditional
upon trains approaching the train stop or signal at a reduced speed commensurate with
the requirement of a reduced overlap distance.

2.112

Conflicting Routes
Two or more routes, opposing, converging, or intersecting, over which train movements
cannot be made simultaneously without possibility of collision.

2.113

Contact
A pair of conducting pieces which co-act to open or close an electric circuit.

2.114

Contact: Adjustment
Adjustment of the operating linkages, cams, armature, or the position of the contact pieces,
to open and close the contact as required in relation to the operating mechanism.

2.115

Contact: Armature
The moving contact piece of a relay that connects to, and moves in unison with, the relay
armature.

2.116

Contact: Back
That contact of a relay which is closed (made) only when the relay is de-energised
(dropped).

2.117

Contact: Bifurcated
Contact which splits into two near the contact end, to provide two co-acting but
independent contact actions for increased contact reliability.

2.118

Contact: Carbon Silver
Contact surfaces composed of silver impregnated carbon to prevent contact surfaces
fusing together; this is considered to be a risk with using metal to metal contacts in
signalling circuits, particularly front contacts of devices with gravity drop away.

2.119

Contact; Dependent
A changeover contact of a relay where the contact armature connects to either a front
contact point or a back contact point, depending on whether the relay is energised or deenergised.
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Contact: Front
That contact of a relay which is closed (made) only when the relay is energised (pickedup).

2.121

Contact; Gold Flashed
Contact surfaces treated with a thin film of gold to provide a reliable, low resistance, clean
electrical contact, particularly in low voltage circuits.

2.122

Contact: Normal
A term used to designate a current carrying contact when the operating mechanism is in
the normal position.

2.123

Contact: Point
The fixed contact piece for either a front or back contact of a relay.

2.124

Contact Resistance
The electrical resistance produced by the contact of two conductive surfaces.

2.125

Contact: Reverse
A term used to designate a current carrying contact when the operating mechanism is in
the reverse position.

2.126

Contact: Rotary
Contact where the moving contact piece is a conductive segment on a rotary drum which
turns to bring the segment into contact with the fixed contact piece.

2.127

Contact: Wheel-Rail
The quality of the electrical connection made between a train wheel and the rail surface
on which it is standing or rolling.

2.128

Contact Wipe
A wiping action as contact surfaces initially come together and compress, to provide a
reliable, low resistance electrical contact.

2.129

Contactor
An electromagnetic device, usually a solenoid with tractive armature, which operates
heavy duty contacts for controlling high current electrical circuits.

2.130

Contactor: Emergency Changeover
A contractor which changes over the load on a power supply to the emergency standby
supply when the normal power supplies fails and changes it back when the normal power
supply is restored.

2.131

Control Indicator
An indicator on the track indicator diagram in signal boxes worked under the Track Block
system. When the signaller at B reverses the accepting lever, the control indicator at A
displays a white light indicating that the section from A to the clearing point at B is
unoccupied and that B has accepted the train.
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Control Panel
A panel which incorporates a layout of tracks for the area controlled from the signal box or
control centre and which contains levers for the control of signals, routes, points, releases,
etc. In certain cases, the control panel is combined into the track indicator diagram.

2.133

Control Repeater
An indicator on the track indicator diagram in signal boxes worked under the Track Block
system. When the signaller at B reverses the accepting lever, the control repeater at B will
display a green light.

2.134

Correspondence Test
This is a through test to verify that a function is in correspondence with its respective
controlling equipment and/or indicating equipment. It includes an out of correspondence
test to prove that if the function does not fully respond this is detected.

2.135

Crank
A lever, the arms of which form an angle, which pivots around an axis and is used to
transmit motion from one rod to another rod.

2.136

Crank: Accommodating
A two-arm crank with vertical axis, one arm of which is curved to facilitate connection.

2.137

Crank: Adjustable
A right-angle crank, one arm of which is provided with means for varying its effective
length.

2.138

Crank: Economical Movement
A hatchet crank in the drive of an EP facing point operating mechanism. The crank
movement operates the facing point lock plunger and the points drive rod in the proper
sequence, firstly operating the plunger lock slide to unlock the facing point lock, then
driving the point switches over, and finally operating the plunger lock slide to lock the points
in their new position.

2.139

Crank Handle
An appliance by which electric and electro-hydraulic point machines can be manually
operated.

2.140

Crossing
A track structure used at the intersection of two running rails to provide support for wheels
and passageways for their flanges, thus permitting wheels on either rail to cross the other.

2.141

Crossing: Diamond
Where one track crosses over another track and consisting of 2 “V” crossings and 2 “K”
crossings.

2.142

Crossing: K
Where one rail crosses another and the running faces for the train wheels are in the form
of the letter “K”.
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Crossing Loop
A running line connected to a main line within an interlocking where trains may be held in
service and not stabled to cross trains or permit other trains to pass. Usually provided in
single line areas.

2.144

Crossing: V
Where one rail crosses another and the running faces for the train wheels are in the form
of the letter “V”.

2.145

Crossing: Swing Nose
A “V” crossing with movable point.

2.146

Crossing: Switched K
A “K” crossing with movable points.

2.147

Cross-Arm
A timber arm, usually fastened at right angles to an electrical service pole, designed to
carry the pins and insulators to which aerial line wires may be attached. The line wires are
conductors for an electrical circuit e.g. signalling circuit, telecommunications circuit.

2.148

Crossover
Two back to back turnouts with the track between the crossings arranged to form a
continuous passage between two nearby and generally parallel tracks. Used to divert
trains from one track to another.

2.149

CTC (Centralised Traffic Control)
A system of working whereby the signals and points at a number of adjoining signalled
sections, including interlockings, are operated remotely from a centralised train control
centre.

2.150

Cut Track
A track circuit which has its feed open circuited by the front contacts of the next track relay
ahead so that the track circuit cannot pick up until the next track circuit picks up.

2.151

Dark Territory
An American term for non-signalled territory.

2.152

Dead Section
A section of track, either within a track circuit or between two track circuits, the rails of
which are not part of a track circuit for detecting trains.

2.153

De-Energised Position
The position assumed by the moving member of an electromagnetic device when the
device is deprived of its operating current. Mostly the moving member opens and closes
electrical contacts which are used in control and/or indication circuits.
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2.154
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Depression Bar
A bar fixed alongside the rail at rail level and when depressed by the flanges of a wheel
prevents the movement of points.

2.155

Derail (Derailer)
A safety device consisting of a hinged ramp placed across the rail at specified locations
within an interlocking. When seated over the rail head it will deflect a low speed movement
off the rails resulting in an enforced derailment. When swung away from the rail head the
derail enables authorised facing and trailing movements to take place. A derail is used to
derail any train or vehicle which is in danger of fouling an adjacent line.

2.156

Design Integrity Test
This is a system interlocking and control function test similar to the Function Test to the
Control Tables but working from the operational requirements and signalling principles, not
directly from Interlocking and Control Tables or Aspect Sequence Charts.

2.157

Detector: Dragging Equipment
A device capable of detecting equipment dragging from a passing train.

2.158

Detector: End of Train (See End of Train Detector)

2.159

Detector: Flat Wheel
Also known as a wheel impact detector, detects the presence of a flattened wheel surface
on a passing train by detecting the vibration produced by the impact occurring as the flat
portion comes into contact with the rail surface at each revolution of the wheel.

2.160

Detector: Ground Fault
A detector similar to a slip detector but installed vertically to detect vertical displacement
of the ground, including ground heave due to related ground movement.

2.161

Detector: High-Wide Load
A device capable of detecting excessive heights or widths on a passing train with respect
to accepted track structure clearances.

2.162

Detector: Hot Box
A device capable of detecting abnormal heating in axle journal bearings on passing trains.

2.163

Detector: Hot Wheel
A device capable of detecting abnormal heating in wheels on passing trains.

2.164

Detector: Point (See Point Detector)

2.165

Detector: Proximity
An induction loop device in the track which is operated electromagnetically by the proximity
of a rail vehicle above the detector.
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Detector: Rock Fall
A detector installed to detect large objects falling from a cliff or slope above the track and
operated when trip wires between fixed points are broken or stretched. Used to raise
alarms and/or place protecting signals to stop.

2.167

Detector: Slip
A device capable of detecting track instability, and operated when the distance over the
ground increases between two fixed points being monitored. The detector is used to raise
alarms and/or place protecting signals to stop.

2.168

Detector: Wheel
A magnetic treadle which sensors the presence or passage of a train wheel.

2.169

Diagram: Illuminated
A signal-box diagram giving, by means of illumination, automatic indications of the
occupancy or otherwise of the tracks within the controlled and/or adjoining areas. It may
also include the automatic indication of the signal aspects and/or positions and the
positions of points, etc.

2.170

Diagram: Signal-Box
A diagrammatic representation of the area controlled from the signal box, for the guidance
of the signaller.

2.171

Dimming Switch
A switch, located in a signal box, used to decrease the brightness of colour light signals at
night and increase it during daylight.

2.172

Double Line
Two adjacent, parallel, running lines. In double line areas, trains are generally permitted
to travel in one direction only on each line (except during bi-directional or single line
working).

2.173

Double Line Track Block System
A track block system of safeworking, used on double lines, which allows trains to travel in
one direction only on each line.

2.174

Double Switched Circuits
Circuits which are switched on both the active and common (or positive and negative)
sides of the controlled function by each of the controlling functions.

2.175

Down Line
In a double line area, the line normally used by trains travelling away from Sydney.

2.176

Drop-Away Value
The value of the voltage at which the front contacts of a relay just open under certain
specified conditions.
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Duplex Lock
A lock operated by an Annett key to release another Annett key which is then used to
unlock signalling equipment. One key is always held captive in the Duplex lock when the
other is out.

2.178

Dynamic Braking
A method of braking in which the motor is used as a generator and the kinetic energy of
the apparatus is employed as the actuating means of exciting a retarding force.

2.179

Earth
The conducting mass of the ground; the process of directly connecting to an earth mat, or
earth rod.

2.180

Earth Leakage Detector
An instrument for indicating electrical current leakage from a normally isolated circuit to
earth.

2.181

Earth Rod
A metal rod with earth wire connection to disperse current into the ground for safety.

2.182

Earthing
Earthing of signalling equipment to protect staff from high voltage power supplies and
electrification systems and to assist in protecting equipment from lightning. Signalling
circuits are insulated/isolated from earth and the presence of any earth fault on wiring is a
definite danger to signalling circuitry and calls for protective measures to be taken.

2.183

Earthing Conductor
A conductor connecting any portion of the earthing system to the portion of the installation
or equipment required to be earthed, or to any other portion of the earthing system.

2.184

Electric Staff Instrument (Electric Train Staff Instrument)
An electrically operated instrument, installed at each end of an electric staff section, which
contains and controls the issue of staffs for the section. The staff instruments are
electrically interlocked so that only one electric staff for the section can be obtained from
either of the two instruments at any one time.

2.185

Electric Staff System (Electric Train Staff System)
A system of safeworking, usually used on single lines in non track-circuited areas, to allow
trains to travel safely in either direction. Under normal conditions the authority for a train
to occupy the section is a metal token known as an electric staff obtained from an electric
train staff instrument.

2.186

Electric Train Staff Instrument: Intermediate
Intermediate Electric Train Staff instruments are provided at junctions and sidings within
an electric train staff section to restore the staff instruments at each end of the section to
phase when a train has been admitted to the branch line or stored in a siding. The
intermediate Electric Train Staff instrument also allows a train to enter an electric train staff
section from a branch line or siding.
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Electrolysis Bond
A device for electrically connecting a buried utility service (pipeline or cable) to adjacent
DC traction return rails, to prevent electrolysis damage to the service by stray traction
currents. The electrolysis bond incorporates equipment for the control of magnitude and
direction of current flowing between the buried service and traction rails.

2.188

Electrolysis Bond Choke
A centre-tapped, medium current rated inductor used to provide a balanced tractionneutral connection to the rails, at locations where the track circuits cannot operate reliably
with only one rail connected to the buried service.

2.189

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) Electromagnetic
Compatibility (EMC)
The signalling electrical system requires to be protected against and have immunity to
electrical interference in its operating environment and is required to not generate electrical
interference that adversely affects other important systems in its environment. This is
called electromagnetic compatibility. Electromagnetic interference includes radiated
interference due to magnetic induction, capacitive coupling and radio transmissions.

2.190

Emergency Crossover
A crossover in a double line automatic section where the points at both ends of the
crossover are directly protected by automatic signals and the points are XL locked.

2.191

Emergency Release Keys
Keys that when removed from their Emergency Releasing Lock hold protecting signals at
stop and permit the emergency operation of points.

2.192

Emergency Switch Machine Lock (ESML)
Equipment which is interlocked with protecting signals and the controlling mechanisms of
power operated points so that the points can be manually operated when required in an
emergency.

2.193

Emergency Switch Machine Lock Key
Key held in the signal box to unlock emergency equipment cupboard housing ESML
handle.

2.194

Emergency Releasing Lock
Equipment which is interlocked with protecting signals and holds an emergency releasing
key used to release points in an emergency.

2.195

End Of Train Detector
A receiver mounted in the track which detects the passing of a transmitter mounted on the
end of a train. On non track circuited lines, can be used at turnout clearance points to
provide an indication to the signalling system that a train is in clear.

2.196

Energise
To provide an electrically operated device with its operating current or voltage.
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Entrance – Exit (NX)
An entrance-exit type of route control system of interlocking whereby the signaller operates
one pushbutton at the commencement and a second at the finish of the required route.

2.198

Environment
The aggregate of all conditions influencing a product or service, including physical location,
operating characteristics of surrounding or nearby equipment, actions of people, conditions
of temperature, humidity, salt spray, acceleration, shock, vibration, radiation,
electromagnetic interference, and contaminants, in the surrounding area.

2.199

EP
Electro-pneumatic.

2.200

European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS)
A European standard development associated with the European Train Control System
(ETCS). A transmission based signalling system, train location based rather than wayside
signalling based.

2.201

European Train Control System (ETCS)
A three level, unified, modular Automatic Train Protection Specification to enhance
interoperability across Europe.

2.202

Facing Movement
The movement of a train over points which are facing points for the direction in which the
train is moving.

2.203

Facing Point Lock
A mechanical bolt lock provided in connection with the mechanism for operating facing
points for the purpose of securing them firmly in position against the stock rail.

2.204

Facing Point Lock Bar
A lifting bar which is located at facing points and is connected to the facing point lock to
prevent the points from being moved if a train is on the bar.

2.205

Fail Safe
A design property of an item in which the specified failure mode is predominantly in the
safe direction.
The capability of an item of equipment or system to ensure that any failure in a predictable
or specified mode will result only in that item or system reaching and remaining in a safe
condition.

2.206

Fail Safe Design
Signalling fail safe systems are designed on the closed loop principle where input energy
is necessary to retain a permissive output. In vital circuit design, a normally energised
electric circuit, on being opened or de-energised, will cause the controlled function to
assume its most restrictive state. (Also, the opening of any common return conductor will
not cause two or more functions to operate in series).
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Fail Safe Equipment
Items of signalling equipment are fail safe where they are particularly specified, designed,
manufactured, installed, inspected, tested and maintained such that the chance of an
unsafe side failure is very low. Component parts are robust, electrical leakage distances
are long, operating characteristics have large margins, etc.

2.208

Failure: Conditional
Equipment condition with equipment parameters or operation outside the specification
limits although still providing the required function.

2.209

Failure: Functional
Failure of equipment to perform its required function.

2.210

False Proceed
A failure of a signalling system, device or appliance to indicate or function as intended
which results in less restriction than is required.
A proceed authority issued in unsafe or potentially unsafe conditions.
Examples of false proceeds are movement authorities issued with route occupied, points
not correctly closed and locked, approach or route locking not properly applied or able to
be prematurely released, or conflicting routes not properly locked out. False proceeds also
include the loss of warning to a road motorist when level crossing protection fails to operate
adequately with a train approaching.
A fleeting, false signal indication is not considered to be a false proceed unless its duration
is sufficient for a driver to see, interpret and initiate the action authorised by the indication.
(Processor-based signalling systems use sequential processing and checking of system
operation and outputs. If fleeting outputs appear, these can exist for a brief interval before
the checking functions act to correct the situation).

2.211

Flank Protection
Signal routes are protected from converging traffic on adjoining lines by stop signals set
back an “overlap” distance from the fouling point or by catch points or crossover points
trapping movements on these flanks. If such protecting trap points are not installed,
protection may be provided by including in signal controls the track circuits on these flanks
back to the protecting signals.

2.212

Focusing
Alignment of a signal to provide train drivers with acceptable sighting of signal indications.

2.213

Fouling Track Circuit
A track circuit near where lines converge or cross and where a train (including the
overhang of the train) on the track circuit could be within the clearance point with other
lines.

2.214

Function Test
This is a test in which a function is operated by power through its controls to test that it
achieves its specified purpose and includes testing that it will assume a safe state when
the power is removed.
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Function Test to Control Tables
This is the operation of the equipment from the control panel, keyboard, levers, switches,
or VDU (Visual Display Unit) to verify that the system operates safely in accordance with
the electrical interlocking and controls incorporated in the design drawings, namely the
Control Tables.

2.216

Frog (See Crossing)

2.217

Global Positioning System
A satellite communications system able to be used to determine the position of individual
trains and of fixed locations and equipment and transmit the information to a control centre
and/or to the train.

2.218

Ground Frame
One or more mechanical levers in a ground level interlocking frame, which may be
provided with interlocking.

2.219

Guards Indicator
A lunar white light in a case inscribed “guard’s indicator” provided on the platform which,
when illuminated, indicates to the guard of a train that the signal at the departure end of
the platform is showing a proceed indication. The guard would not give the “right away”
signal to the driver to depart until there is an indication that the platform exit signal is clear.

2.220

Guards Keys
Interlocking keys, with bow handles, for securing interlocking frames at intermediate
sidings on double lines.

2.221

Half Pilot Staff
One half of a pilot staff with key. Usually secured in a pilot staff lock located on or adjacent
to the starting signal into a single line section.

2.222

Handsignal
A regulation signal given to a train driver by using hands or flags during daylight or hand
lamps during darkness or heavy fog. Includes the use of detonators where required.

2.223

Handsignaller
A certified employee who is responsible for displaying handsignals (by using flags during
daylight and a hand lamp during darkness) and, where required, for applying and removing
detonators to or from the line in conjunction with these handsignals.

2.224

Headway
The headway of a line is the closest spacing between (the heads of) two following trains,
so that the second train can safely maintain the same speed as the first. This usually
means that the second train is sufficiently far behind the first that its driver does not see
an unduly restrictive signal aspect.

2.225

Headway: Operating
The minimum spacing between trains, based on the specified maximum line capacity in
trains per hour.
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Hold Clear
A term used to designate a device for holding a signal in any position other than its most
restrictive.

2.227

Human Factors
All scientific biomedical and sociological facts and considerations that constitute
characteristics of humankind. These include principles and applications in the areas of
human engineering, personnel selection, training, life support, job performance aids and
human performance evaluation.

2.228

Impedance Bond: Neutral Leads
Cables connecting the mid-point of an impedance bond in one track circuit to the mid-point
of an impedance bond on the adjoining track circuit or to the traction rail of an adjoining
single rail track circuit.

2.229

Impedance Bond: Side Leads
Cables each side of the impedance bond connecting the bond to the adjacent rails of the
track circuit.

2.230

In Advance
A position along the line ahead of a given position, when facing the direction a train travels
on the line. The area through which a train travels after passing a given position.

2.231

In Rear
A position along the line behind a given position, when facing the direction a train travels
on the line. The area through which a train has travelled before reaching a given position.

2.232

Indication Lock
An electric lock connected to a mechanical lever of an interlocking machine to prevent the
full movement and release of interlocking by the lever until the signals, points or other units
operated, or directly affected by such lever, are in the proper position.

2.233

Indicator
A device used to convey information, usually visually.

2.234

Insulated Block Joint
A joint in which electrical insulation is provided between adjoining rails. Assembled from
insulating end posts, ferrules and side pieces or manufactured as a glued insulated joint.

2.235

Insulation Resistance
The electrical resistance offered by the insulation on any current-carrying part or
conductor.

2.236

Insulation Test
This is a test of the resistance of the insulation between an electrical circuit conductor and
'earth" or directly between the conductors of two separate electrical circuits. The test is
made at a specified voltage which is high compared to the circuit voltage.
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Interlocked Points
A set or series of points the control of which is interlocked with other functions of the
interlocking.

2.238

Interlocking
An electrical, electronic or mechanical means of making the operation of one piece of
apparatus dependent upon certain predetermined conditions being fulfilled by other
apparatus. The logic by which routes that conflict are prevented from being set at the same
time.

2.239

Interlocking (Area)
A line or lines fitted with points and fixed signals, at locations where trains can be diverted
onto different lines. The points and signals are controlled by a signaller and are interlocked
to prevent conflicting or unsafe movements.

2.240

Interlocking: Back
Interlocking produced on the interlocking part by the position taken up by the interlocked
part.

2.241

Interlocking: Conditional
Interlocking between two movable parts occasioned by the particular positions of other
parts.

2.242

Interlocking: Direct
Interlocking produced by direct action of the interlocking apparatus (or groups of
apparatus) on the fittings interlocked and which is independent of all other apparatus.

2.243

Interlocking: Electromechanical
An interlocking area with an interlocking machine controlling both power and mechanically
operated signalling field equipment.

2.244

Interlocking: Indirect
Interlocking between two movable parts not effected directly in the system constituted by
these two parts, but existing nevertheless by reason of the presence of direct interlocking
between the parts in question and another part external to that system.

2.245

Interlocking Key
A means of obtaining the effect of interlocking by release and transfer of a captive key and
without physical connection between the items of equipment concerned.

2.246

Interlocking Machine or Frame
Any lever or collection of levers provided for the purpose of operating or controlling points
and/or signals at a mechanical or power interlocking. Mechanical interlocking is provided
between the levers.
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Interlocking Machine: Mechanical
An interlocking machine with large mechanical levers designed to operate the signals,
points and other signalling field equipment mechanically, although some equipment may
also be controlled electrically.

2.248

Interlocking Machine: Power
An interlocking machine with small mechanical type levers or pistol grip slide levers with
mechanical interlocking provided between the levers which operate circuit controllers for a
power interlocking.

2.249

Interlocking: Mechanical
An interlocking area where the points and signals are directly connected by wires and rods
to the levers of a mechanical interlocking machine and are operated by the signaller or
other qualified employee.

2.250

Interlocking: Power
An interlocking area where the points and signals are operated electrically, hydraulically
or pneumatically. They are controlled by a signaller using an interlocking machine or relay
interlocking control unit.

2.251

Interlocking: Relay
A power interlocking area where the interlocking between lever functions is achieved
electrically by interdependent relay circuits. The signaller operates the levers on a relay
interlocking control unit.

2.252

Interlocking: Route Control System
A system whereby a route is set and the signal leading over it is cleared by the signaller
operating a route setting button or buttons. Two types are in use, one being the “EntranceExit” or “Push-Push” type whereby the signaller operates one push-button at the
commencement and a second at the finish of the route. The other is the “one control
switch” (OCS) type whereby a separate switch or push-button is provided for each route
on a signal and the signaller operates the switch or push-button for the route required. The
interlocking between routes may be relay interlocking or computer based interlocking.

2.253

Interoperability
A term used to mean the uninterrupted movement of trains from differing countries (states)
across international (state) borders.

2.254

Irregularity
The failure of a signalling unit or subsystem which is contrary to the design requirements,
is not fail-safe, and which in combination with other failures may bring the system to an
unsafe condition.
This does not include common, predictable failure modes which are taken into account in
the system design, such as train stop failing to return to the normal position, signal lamps
failed, or mechanical signals “hanging off” due to tight signal wires requiring adjustment by
the signaller.
It does include vital relays falsely “sticking up”, even when this is protected against by the
system design (such as back-proving) with the system remaining failsafe.
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Irregular Signal Indications
A signal which is displaying a non-valid indication, e.g. a colour light signal which is
displaying no light or an irregular combination of colour lights or irregular flashing lights, or
a semaphore signal with an abnormal signal arm indication.

2.256

Isolating Relay (Electric Train Staff Instrument)
A relay provided on long electric train staff sections to isolate the electric staff line circuit
from the main electric lock in the staff instrument. This prevents the high DC voltages
necessary to overcome voltage drop on the line from being applied to the main electric
lock and potentially sustaining an arc across open lock controlling contacts and falsely
allowing a staff to be released.

2.257

Isolating Relay (Points)
A relay provided to isolate the electric power from point operating mechanisms other than
when the points are required to be moved and providing that a selection of critical track
locking is not against the movement.

2.258

Key Staff
A train staff or electric staff with a key fitted permanently at one end. This key operates an
Annett lock.

2.259

Lamp Proving
A method of monitoring the lamp operating circuits in a running signal such that a total
failure of the signal lamp which should be operating results in a change of state of a failsafe lamp proving function. The signal in rear is replaced to a more restrictive warning
indication if the required lamp is proved out.

2.260

Landmark
Provided instead of a distant signal at places where it is necessary, in all cases, for trains
to approach with caution.

2.261

Level Crossing
A location where the railway line and a road or a pedestrian walkway intersect on the same
level.

2.262

Level Crossing: Automatic
A level crossing equipped with flashing lights, audible warning devices and, sometimes,
half boom barriers, which are normally controlled entirely by the approach of a train and
not normally interlocked with the signals.

2.263

Level Crossing: Controlled
A level crossing with active warning operated under supervision and interlocked with
protecting signals. It may be monitored by closed circuit television (CCTV) where the level
crossing is out of sight of the controlling signal box.

2.264

Level Crossing: (Open)
A public level crossing which provides unrestricted access for vehicles and pedestrians to
cross the line and which is protected only by warning signs.
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Level Crossing: (Private)
A level crossing which provides access for vehicles and pedestrians to cross the line to
private property and which is protected by swing gates or cattle grids.

2.266

Level Crossing: Tail Flashing
The term used to describe the effect on single lines of a level crossing warning system
continuing to operate as the tail of the train departs, as if it were an opposite direction
approaching train. It may occur in some systems with a light engine or other short, fast,
self-propelled vehicle.

2.267

Level Crossing Test
This is an operational test of level crossing control circuits to check for adequate protection
time, time of operation, etc. The checks are made by comparison with Track Plans, Control
Tables etc.

2.268

Lever
Any device used by the signaller to control interlocking equipment. Note: Where the term
“lever” is used, it also includes switches, keys and pushbuttons.

2.269

Lever Sleeve
Piece of equipment placed over a lever as a blocking facility to physically prevent it from
being operated.

2.270

Lever Stick
A circuit in track circuited areas, which insures that a signal lever is returned by the
signaller to the normal or normal indication position after each train movement before the
signal can be again cleared.

2.271

Lifting Bar
When this type of bar is operated, it rises to rail surface level and falls again once it is in
position. If a train is passing over the bar, the wheels prevent the bar from lifting and
consequently prevent the associated points from being unlocked or operated.

2.272

Line Capacity
Over a given line, the limiting number of train services, including stopping services, that
the safeworking system allows to pass a given point in a given period of time, usually
expressed as the maximum number of trains per hour.

2.273

Line Pole
The poles in an overhead line route which carry the cross-arms supporting the line wires
or cables.

2.274

Line Wires
Electrical circuit single conductor wires or cables erected on an overhead line route.

2.275

Local Control
The term local control shall apply to an interlocking which is normally operated under
remote control, but due to particular operational needs is provided with facilities to enable
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it to be controlled locally by operations staff. This would normally be a regular occurrence
and typically where heavy local shunting operations are involved.

2.276

Local Control (Emergency)
The term emergency local control shall apply to an interlocking which is normally operated
under remote control, but due to the effects of a partial or total loss of the remote control
system, or for operation during planned maintenance works, or for testing and other
maintenance requirements, is provided with facilities to enable it to be controlled locally by
operations staff.

2.277

Local Control Panel
A control panel located at an interlocking which is normally remotely controlled from
another location. The local control panel may be switched to local working when required,
on the direction of the train controller.

2.278

Lock Drop Contact
A proving contact fitted to a gravity operated electric lock. The contact is closed when the
lock is in its locking position.

2.279

Lock: Electric
An electromagnetic device which prevents or restricts the movement of a mechanical lever
in an interlocking frame, or other appliance, from being partially or completely operated.

2.280

Lock: Forced Drop
An electric lock in which the locking member is mechanically forced down to the locked
position.

2.281

Locking Bar
A bar in a mechanical interlocking machine to which the locking dogs are attached.

2.282

Locking Dog
A steel block attached to a locking bar or tappet of an interlocking machine, by means of
which locking between levers is accomplished.

2.283

Lunar White
One of the standard colours used in railway signalling established by Specification for
Roundels, Lenses, Association of American Railroads (AAR) Manual, namely, red, yellow,
green, lunar white for roundels, lenses. Lunar White is white with a blue tinge.

2.284

Main Line Indicator
Wayside Indicators provided in Train Order Working territory to indicate to a driver
travelling on the authority of Train Order, that the interlocking equipment, such as points
and level crossings, are set for the train to proceed.

2.285

Maintainability
The ability of a system under given conditions to be retained in or restored to a state in
which it can perform the required function more effectively.
The capacity of a system to
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- Receive routine maintenance while performing its normal duties without disruption to
services.
- Have redundant units replaced, tested and returned to service while continuing to
perform its normal duties without disruption to services, and
- Be restored to normal service in minimum time, after a failure which
- Disrupts the normal service operation of the system.

2.286

Maintenance Releases
A releasing switch provided on bi-directionally signalled double lines to enable
maintenance staff to block the section for signalling movements in the reverse direction.

2.287

Mechanical Interlocking Test
This is a test of mechanical interlocking in interlocking frames, releasing keys/Annett locks,
half pilot staff locks, staff instruments, mechanical detectors, etc to Locking Tables,
Locking Diagrams and Working Sketches.

2.288

Micro-Switch
An electrical contact, usually sealed, with a snap-action, very short changeover movement
activated by a plunger.

2.289

Miniature Levers
Electrical control switches within relay interlocking control units.

2.290

Motion Sensing Detector
A device used to sense the presence, motion and direction of travel of a train. A device
used to detect the movement of a train.

2.291

“Moving Block”
Headways on conventional fixed block signalling systems are based on the longest braking
distance required for the train types and maximum train speeds permitted on the line.
There is a practical limit to headway improvement by providing additional, graded warning
signals between the first warning signal and the signal at stop.
The concept of “moving block” systems is that of a flexible block between the end of a
preceding train and the head of a following train. This “moving block” varies with the speed
being travelled by the two trains and is minimised to the braking distance of the following
train at the speed it is travelling plus an overlap distance.
“Moving block” systems require Transmission Based Signalling systems, not systems
based on conventional track circuits and line side signals.

2.292

New and Altered Works
New and Altered Works comprises new work and any alterations involved with new work
interfacing with existing signalling. It is essentially work associated with a construction
project.

2.293

Non-Interlocked Points (On Signalled Running Lines)
Points which are not interlocked with the signalling and which must be securely locked by
spike, point clips or clamps, and XL locks.
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Non-Storage Operation (Anti Pre-Selection)
A term used when pre-selection (storage) of a route is not provided and where the control
to move points can only be set up if the points are free or available at the moment the
control is applied.

2.295

Non Vital
Signalling equipment and circuits are considered non vital where failure to function
correctly would not cause an unsafe outcome of the signalling system. Non-vital equipment
and circuits do not affect the safe operation of the signalling system.

2.296

Normal Position
The position in which signal and other devices are assumed to normally lie, according to
rule, convention or otherwise, i.e., stop aspect displayed, points set for main track, devices
energised or de-energised, etc. The normal position generally refers to the position where
the protection is applied e.g. signals at stop, releases locked and not available.

2.297

Null Count
This is a check against the circuit book analysis sheets that there are no wires terminated
on spare contacts of relays and other operating mechanisms, nor on spare fuses, links,
terminals, and all other spare termination points.

2.298

Normalise
Cancellation of a set route and release of the interlocking including approach locking, but
not including route locking being maintained by a train within the route.

2.299

One Control Switch (OCS)
A type of route control system of interlocking whereby a separate switch or push button is
provided for each route on a signal and the signaller operates the switch or pushbutton for
the route required.

2.300

On-Site Test
These are tests using signalling power supplies of equipment and circuits installed in
signalling structures with the track side equipment connected.

2.301

Operator
The person or organisation responsible for managing the operation of trains on the railway.

2.302

Operator Interface
The interface between the signalling system and the signaller which provides all the
information and functionality needed by the signaller to control and monitor the signalling
system.

2.303

Operator Interface Station (OIS)
The term operator interface station is taken to mean any microprocessor based manmachine interface, typically any graphic user interface (GUI) using a keyboard, mouse and
any array of visual display units (VDU’s) to form a workstation for the purpose of train
control.
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Operator’s Keys
Keys used to operate or release ground frames, driver’s pushbuttons and other equipment
in Train Order Working territory.

2.305

Operator’s (Fortress) Locks
Locks located on ground frames, driver’s pushbuttons and other equipment in Train Order
Working territory.

2.306

Opto-Isolator
Device for controlling the switching of an electric circuit with high electrical isolation
between controlling and switched circuits. Uses photoelectric devices to transmit the
controlling signal across the insulating gap.

2.307

Ordinary Train Staff
A form of token used in the working of a single line.

2.308

Overlap
The length of track beyond a stop signal which must be unoccupied before the stop signal
next in rear can display a proceed indication.
The distance the control of one signal extends into the section which another signal, or
signals, govern.
The overlap is associated with a signal route on a running line. It is provided to secure a
margin of safety by establishing and maintaining a minimum separation distance between
a train approaching or within the signal route and any other train authorised to occupy the
line ahead of the signal route.

2.309

Overlap Maintenance
If a choice of overlaps exists beyond a stop signal then the clearing of the signal in rear
will lock any facing points in the overlap beyond the stop signal to prevent the operation of
those points towards an overlap that is not free, or is occupied (running signals); overlap
maintenance will maintain that locking when an approaching train has passed the signal
in rear.

2.310

Overlap Swinging
Changing the overlap of a set route to an alternative overlap that is not locked with the
route that is set, and that is unoccupied if the route set is a running route. In route control
interlockings, overlap swinging is generally implemented automatically when a separate
route is requested which requires the original overlap facing points in the alternative
position.

2.311

Panel Processor
A microprocessor interfacing between the Operator Interface and the signalling
interlocking and building the information sets required from the input data elements.

2.312

Permissive Working
A method of working in which permission may be given for one or more trains to enter the
section, on the authority of the fixed signals, before the preceding train is clear of the
section.
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Phantom Aspect
An aspect displayed by a colour light signal, different from the aspect intended, caused by
a light from an external source being reflected by the optical system of the signal.

2.314

Pick Up
The energisation of an electromagnetic device to pick up and close its front contacts.

2.315

Pick-Up Value
The electrical value which, when applied to an electromagnetic instrument, will cause the
moving member to move to the position which will just close the front contacts or visually
indicate its energised position.

2.316

Pilot Staff
A token which authorises a driver to proceed into a section in accordance with safeworking
procedures for emergency pilot staff working.

2.317

Pilot Staff Lock
An Annett lock at a single line starting signal which holds a half pilot staff for the single line
section. Removal of the half pilot staff operates a pilot staff lock contact which disconnects
the section control circuits and prevents the starting signals at each end of the section from
clearing.

2.318

Pilot Staff with Key
A staff in two halves with a key at each end. Each half is secured in a pilot staff lock box
at each end of a single line track block or track control signalling section. For use in the
case of starting signal failure or obstruction on the single line.

2.319

Plunger (Facing Point Lock)
The part of a facing point lock which secures the lock rod to the plunger stand when the
points switch is locked.

2.320

Point Clamp
A lockable heavy duty clamp for manually securing a point switch to the stockrail for an
extended period.

2.321

Point Clamp Lock
A type of point operating mechanism which clamps the point switch to the stock rail. It
provides direct switch to stockrail facing point locking through a vertically operating clamp
arm and includes in-built point switch and lock detection and is hydraulically powered.

2.322

Point Claw Lock
A point operating mechanism which provides direct switch to stockrail facing point locking
through a horizontally operating claw arm which requires external point switch and lock
detection and is powered by a purpose built electric point machine or electro-pneumatic
(EP) motor.

2.323

Point Clip
A lockable clip for manually securing a point switch to the stock rail.
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Points Correspondence Test
This is a test to ensure that the position of a set of points is in agreement with that required
by the interlocking.

2.325

Point Detector
A device that prevents a signal from being cleared if the points, to which the signal applies,
are not in the correct position.
A circuit controller which is part of the points operating mechanism and operated by a rod
connected to a points switch or movable crossing to indicate that the toe of the point switch
is within a specified distance of the stock rail.

2.326

Point Extension Iron
A bracket bolted to the toe of a point switch which provides an extended connection point
for point detector rods.

2.327

Point Indicator (Electrical)
A colour light signal for indicating the position of points or derail.

2.328

Point Indicator (Mechanical)
A device mechanically actuated by a lever, or a points switch, to indicate the position of
the points.

2.329

Point Machine
An encased type of point operating mechanism by which points, derailers, swing nose
crossings, etc., are moved by power and in which may be included a means for locking
and detecting the points.

2.330

Point Machine: In-Sleeper (In-Bearer)
A hollow steel sleeper containing the drive and lock mechanism (usually claw lock, pawl
lock or similar) and the detection connections. The sleeper may also contain the operating
mechanism and detector or these may be attached to the end of the sleeper.

2.331

Point Operating Mechanism
A mechanism for changing the direction a set of points is lying.

2.332

Point Pawl Lock
A point operating mechanism which provides direct switch to stockrail facing point locking
through a vertically operating pawl arm which requires external point switch and lock
detection and is powered by a purpose built electric point machine or electro-pneumatic
(EP) motor.

2.333

Point Switch
A movable tapered track rail, the point of which is designed to fit against the stock rail. The
pointed end of the switch rail (switch blade) is referred to as the “toe” and the other end,
the pivot end, as the “heel”.
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Point Switch Rollers
A roller under a point switch and fixed to the stockrail, which lifts the point switch off the
slide plate as the switch moves from the closed to the open position and vice versa.
Several rollers can be fitted along each point switch to facilitate movement, especially for
heavy switches on super elevated track.

2.335

Point Switch: Tangential
A design of points where the stockrail forms a tangent to the curve through the point switch.

2.336

Point Switch Asymmetric
A design of switch in which the switch rail cross section is asymmetric about its vertical
axis and the height of the switch rail is approximately 2/3 the height of the stockrail. Points
with asymmetric switches are also tangential.

2.337

Points
A pair of point switches installed in a turnout.

2.338

Points: Back Drive
A second drive position on the point switches used where the length of the switch is such
that a single drive will leave the back part of the switch hanging off the stockrail. Location
of the back drive is determined by switch length and it may be operated by rodding from
the drive or by a separate point operating mechanism.

2.339

Points, Compound (See Points, Double Slip)

2.340

Points, Double-Slip
A combination of a crossing and two connecting tracks, located within the limits of the
crossing, each being made up of a right-hand points switch from one track and a left-hand
points switch from the other track, which unite to form the respective connecting tracks
without additional frogs.

2.341

Points, Dual Control
A power operated point machine also equipped for hand operation.

2.342

Points: EP, Air Control Valve
The assembly of valves which control the operation of the points air motor and where
applicable the facing point lock plunger motor. The air control valve normally consists of a
number of solenoid valves which control air flow to and the position of a main spool valve
which controls air flow to and exhaust from the motor.

2.343

Points: EP Indication Box
Contacts within a box mounted on track between the point switches and activated by the
facing point lock plunger lock slide on facing points with an electro-pneumatic (EP) point
operating mechanism. The contacts verify the position of the plunger.

2.344

Points: EP Plunger Lock
An electrically operated lock which locks the facing point lock plunger lock slide on a set
of electro-pneumatic (EP) operated facing points to prevent unlocking of the points except
as required and provided critical track locking is not against the movement of the points.
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Points: Facing
A turnout which presents a train with a choice of routes in the direction that the train is
proceeding. (The converse is a set of trailing points where two lines converge in the
direction of travel).

2.346

Points: Flange Way
The gap between the back of the open switch and the running face of the stockrail to allow
passage of the wheel flange.

2.347

Points: Power-Operated
Points operated by some form of energy, usually electrical, pneumatic or hydraulic.

2.348

Points: Single-Slip
A combination of a crossing and single connecting track, located within the limits of the
crossing, and made up of a right-hand switch from the other track, which unite to form the
connecting track without additional crossings.

2.349

Points: Spring
Points equipped with a spring device which forces the point switches to their original
position after being trailed through and holds them under spring compression.

2.350

Points: Trailable
Points which can be trailed through without damaging the points equipment and which
either stay in the trailed position or return to normal after the passage of a train.

2.351

Points: Trailing
A turnout where two lines converge in the direction of travel.

2.352

Points: Trap
Catch-points or other facing points on a line which provide protection for another line by
diverting train and vehicle movements on the line away from the protected line.

2.353

Polarity Reversal (Phasing)
The reversal of the polarity between similar adjoining track circuits across the insulating
block joints to prevent the possibility of one track circuit feed falsely energising the relay of
the adjoining track circuit in the event of breakdown of the insulating block joints.

2.354

Positive Train Separation (PTS)
An American automatic train protection system specification evolving from their Advanced
Train Control System specification. The Positive Train Separation system is intended to
overlay existing signalling systems to provide enforcement and is transmission based
using radio links to the train.

2.355

Power Supply Conditioner
A device which filters and corrects the waveform and voltage of a mains power supply for
sensitive electronic equipment.
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Power Supply: Static Switch
An all-electronic emergency changeover device for power supplies.

2.357

Power Supply: Uninterruptible
A redundant power supply system which is such that on failure of one supply the redundant
supply will maintain the output to the load without interruption.

2.358

Pre-Site Test
These are tests of manufactured equipment and circuits using temporary power supplies
prior to site installation. These are not certification tests, but rather quality control tests.

2.359

Proceed Authority
Information delivered to the driver or train, indicating that the route ahead is in a safe
condition and that the train is authorised to occupy it.

2.360

Proceed Indication
Any signal indication other than stop.

2.361

Processing Capacity
The maximum number of control and indication input/output processing cycles per unit of
time that can be handled without incurring any cycle processing delay. For any given
system this will result in a maximum number of field objects the system is able to control,
which is also a function of the complexity of the controlling / interlocking logic between the
field objects.

2.362

Processing Speed
The speed with which the system processes a control or indication input, and outputs the
required response to the field or signaller respectively.

2.363

Protocol
A set of rules that govern the operation of functional units to achieve communication. In
data transmission, mainly based on message structures and timing.

2.364

Radio Electronic Token Block (RETB)
A British developed signalling system in which proceed authorities are issued in the form
of data transmitted as addressed telegrams (electronic tokens), over a secure voice and
data radio transmission system, between the signaller and the train driver acting in cooperation. The controlling signal box is equipped with an electronic interlocking which has
custody of the electronic tokens and is responsible for their safe management.

2.365

Rail Level
The level of the running surface of the lowest rail of the pair of rails.

2.366

Redundancy

2.366.1

Redundancy (1)
The use of multiple units of equipment operating to perform the same function so that, in
the event of the failure of any one of them, the performance of the function continues with
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minimal or no interruption. In most configurations the units are generally considered as
being either primary (responsible for performing the function) or secondary (responsible
for maintaining function in the event of a primary unit failure).

2.366.2

Redundancy (2)
The use of multiple units of equipment performing the same function, arranged so that the
delivery of a function output is dependent on all, or the majority of, units generating the
same output/being in agreement on the output to be delivered.

2.366.3

Diversity
The redundancy technique, used in the design of safety electronic processing/control
systems, of providing multiple, independent hardware and/or software paths with correct
operation proven by correspondence of the results.

2.366.4

Hot Standby
Form of redundancy in which the ‘spare’ or secondary equipment is continuously operating
and generating output simultaneously with the primary equipment. Results in no
discernible interruption to system function on failure of the primary unit.

2.366.5

Warm Standby
Form of redundancy in which the secondary equipment is continuously operating, but is
not enabled to generate outputs except in the event of a failure of the primary equipment.
Results in a short period of loss of function until the system completes transfer to the
secondary unit.

2.366.6

Cold Standby
Form of redundancy in which the secondary equipment is normally powered down, to be
switched in and begin operating and generating output after a failure of the primary
equipment. Results in a loss of system function while the secondary equipment powers up
and reaches operational status.

2.367

Relay
A device by means of which one electrical circuit is indirectly controlled by a change in the
same or in another circuit. Generally an electromagnetic device operating a number of
contacts. Vital signalling relays are designed and manufactured to high safety integrity and
reliability standards.

2.368

Relay: AC
A type of relay which is operated by an alternating current. One type of AC relay is an AC
vane relay.

2.369

Relay: Biased
A relay which will operate to its energised position by current of one polarity only, and will
return to its de-energised position when current is removed.

2.370

Relay: Flasher
A relay so designed that, when energised, its contacts open and close at pre-determined
intervals. Flasher relay contacts may be mechanical or electronic.
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Relay Interlocking Control Unit
An interlocking control unit, which is fitted with electrical switches called ‘miniature levers’
(either pushbutton, toggle key or rotary switch type). The miniature levers do not directly
operate the points and signals. Instead, they operate interdependent electrical relays
which check that there are no conflicting movements set before the required points and
signals are operated.

2.372

Relay: Line
A relay receiving its operating energy through conductors of which the track rails form no
part.

2.373

Relay: Magnetic Latch
A relay, the armature of which remains at full stroke in its last energised position when its
control circuit is opened.

2.374

Relay: Neutral
A relay which operates in response to a pre-determined change of the current in the
controlling circuit, irrespective of the direction of the current.

2.375

Relay: Plug In
A relay designed to plug into a plug board. The electrical connections are permanently
made to the plug board allowing the relays to be changed without any disconnection of
individual wires. The plug boards are usually pin coded to prevent an incorrect type of relay
being fitted.

2.376

Relay: Polyphase
An alternating current relay having two or more windings, operating on an induction motor
principle, all windings of which must be properly energised.

2.377

Relay: Quick Pick
A relay which, when energy is applied, will pick up quicker than an ordinary relay.

2.378

Relay: Quick Release
A relay which, when the controlling circuit is opened or completely shunted, will drop away
quicker than an ordinary relay.

2.379

Relay: Shelf Mounted Plug In
A conversion unit which directly replaces a shelf type relay. Once installed, any further
relay replacement is by replacing the plug in relay portion of the assembly.

2.380

Relay: Shelf Type
A relay designed for installation on a shelf or other flat surface. The electrical connections
are made to individual terminals on its top surface.

2.381

Relay: Slow Pick-Up
A relay which, when energy is applied, will pick up slower than an ordinary relay.
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Relay: Slow Release
A relay which, when the controlling circuit is opened or completely shunted, will drop away
slower than an ordinary relay.

2.383

Relay: Time Limit
A relay which will not close its front contacts or open its back contacts, or both, until the
expiration of a definite time interval after the relay has been energised.

2.384

Relay: Track
A relay receiving all or part of its operating energy from a circuit of which the rails are the
essential part, and responding to the presence of vehicles on the track.

2.385

Relay: Vane Type
A type of alternating current relay in which a light metal disc or vane moves in response to
a change of the current in the controlling circuit.

2.386

Release: Emergency Manual
A bypassing of the safeguards built into an interlocking. Some failures of equipment within
the interlocking will prevent the signalling of trains. Under certain controlled conditions and
prescribed procedures it is sometimes acceptable for the safeguard to be momentarily
bypassed to allow the signalling to be operated.

2.387

Releasing Switch
An electric lock located adjacent to a ground frame which when energised enables a switch
to be turned to release a key to unlock the ground frame. The releasing switch is
interlocked with the signalling.

2.388

Reliability
The probability that during a certain period of time a system performs the functions
described in the specification of requirements under the stated conditions (environment,
costs, inputs and hardware, time constraints).
This is measured in terms of the average period that individual components or subsystems
are able to exercise their defined functions as required.

2.389

Remote Control
A term applied to the control (and indication) of points and/or signals at isolated locations
a considerable distance away, usually by means of a small number of conductors, fibre
optic cable or radio / 3G link.

2.390

Remote Control Override
An alternate, simpler system provided to keep traffic moving in the event of failure of
electronic remote control equipment whereby certain signal routes can be set to automatic
operation.

2.391

Repeater
A device conveying information as to the condition of an operated unit.
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Reverse Position
The opposite position to the normal position.

2.393

Rod: Back
The bar or rod connecting the switches usually placed one sleeper bay back from the front
rod to provide extra support for the switches.

2.394

Rod: Detector
The rod(s) connecting each switch to the detector mechanism (whether combined with the
drive mechanism or separate).

2.395

Rod: Drive
The rod between the drive mechanism and the front rod.

2.396

Rod: Front
The bar or rod connecting the point switches to which the drive is coupled.

2.397

Rod: Lock
A bar or rod connecting the point switches to which the facing point lock is attached or on
which the facing point lock operates. Usually placed as close as possible to the tip of the
switch.

2.398

Route
A train path over a single section of track from one fixed point to another, for which the
signalling system can issue a valid proceed authority.
Each individual route from a signal, including each running route, each subsidiary route,
and each shunting route. Additionally, routes may include authorised paths intersecting
with a signalled route, e.g. each hand-signalled movement from or onto a signalled track
at ground frame points constitutes a route, as do the roadway and pedestrian paths at
protected level crossings.

2.399

Route Indicator
An indicator working in conjunction with a signal indication. It is provided at the divergence
of two or more lines, and indicates to the driver the route to be taken by the train.

2.400

Route Locking
Maintenance of locking between signals and/or points by the presence of a train on the
intervening track circuits.

2.401

Route Locking: Sectional Release
Directional stick relays or equivalent unlocking the route in sections. The purpose is to
release points or other devices in the route after the rear of a train movement has cleared
them.

2.402

Running Face
The inside face of the head of a running rail which contacts the flange of the train wheel.
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Running Line
A line, other than a siding, which is used for the through movement of trains.

2.404

Safety
Safety is:
- A circumstance in which the risk is less than the boundary risk.
The boundary risk is the greatest acceptable system-related risk of a particular technical
process or state, usually limited by the safety-related stimulations made according to the
predominant opinion of experts and in compliance with the protective intentions of
legislation.
- Freedom from unacceptable risk of harm.
- The likelihood that a system does not lead to a state in which human life or the
environment is endangered.
Note: safety relates to all aspects of a system, all its subsystems, to the environment in
which it operates, to human factors such as operator error or wrongdoing, and to incorrect
data.
For the signalling system, safety is an acceptable low risk of:
- Accident – collision or derailment resulting in death or injury to people on or about the
railway.
- Wrong-side failure.
- Irregularity (that may lead to a wrong-side failure).
- Signaller injury or incapacity.
- Maintainer injury or incapacity.

2.405

Safety: Functional
The ability of a safety-related system to carry out the actions necessary to achieve a safe
state for the equipment under control, or to maintain a safe state for the equipment under
control.
The capacity of a safeworking system to maintain safe train operation with protection
against unsafe outcomes due to failure of:
- System hardware.
- System software.
- Signaller analysis or decision making.
- Signaller-driver communication.
- Driver comprehension, judgement or response.

2.406

Safety Integrity
The probability of a safety-related system performing its required safety function under the
required conditions and within the required time interval.
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Safety - Related System
A system by which the safe operation of equipment or process is achieved, either as an
integral part of the control function or as a system designed to respond to a hazardous
condition independently of the control function.

2.408

Safeworking
Systems and procedures for the working of trains safely and for the protection of
employees, passengers, freight and vehicles on or about the line.

2.409

Safeworking System
An integrated system of operating procedures and technology for the safe operation of
trains and the protection of people and property on or about the railway.
A defined set of operating procedures for the operation of trains. On a major railway
system, a number of different systems of safeworking may be used, some associated with
specific forms of signalling infrastructure, and some independent of signalling hardware.

2.410

SCADA System
A Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition telemetry system.

2.411

Section
In double or multiple line areas, the portion of running line between the yard limits of
adjacent attended interlockings. In single line areas, the portion of running line between
the yard limits of adjacent interlockings.

2.412

Selection
The logic by which signals are allowed to show a proceed indication only when all
conditions have been satisfied.

2.413

Set to Work Test
This is not a certification test but part of the process of setting the equipment to work
correctly. It is the initial powering up of the signalling circuitry and local apparatus at a relay
room or location case to test that it is able to carry out its function correctly.

2.414

Shunt
A by-path introduced into an electric circuit.

2.415

Shunt: Train
A by-path in a track circuit formed by the wheels and axles of a vehicle occupying that
section of the track, the value of which is usually expressed in ohms to indicate the
efficiency of the operation of the track circuit.

2.416

Shunting Sensitivity
The shunting sensitivity of a track circuit is expressed in terms of its Drop Shunt value.

2.417

Side Light
A small glass aperture in colour light signals and Type ‘F’ level crossing lights units to give
a side view of the aspect illuminated.
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Sighting Distance
The maximum distance from a signal at which a driver of an approaching train can discern
the signal aspect in the signal ahead.

2.419

Signal: Absolute
Any signal that must not be passed at stop without the signaller’s permission.

2.420

Signal: Accept
A controlled signal fitted with a designation plate inscribed “ACCEPT”, or fitted with an
interlocking name plate inscribed with the name of the controlling signal box.
An accept signal is provided at the entrance to an interlocking which is at the exit end of a
double line automatic section. The signal is used by the signaller to control the approach
of trains from an area outside of the signaller’s control to the controlled signal next ahead.

2.421

Signal: Accept/Home
A controlled signal provided in place of an accept signal at some interlockings which are
located at the exit end of a double line automatic section.
The signal directly protects points, level crossings or other risks and allows the signaller to
control the approach of trains from an area outside of the signaller’s control to the
controlled signal next ahead.

2.422

Signal Aspect
A term used to describe light indications of signals as opposed to indications given by
semaphore arms.

2.423

Signal: Automatic
A permissive signal which is controlled entirely by the passage of trains, as they occupy
and clear the controlling track circuits. The signal controls the movements of trains over
the portion of line between the automatic signal and the next signal ahead. The upper and
lower signal lights are staggered to distinguish automatic signals from controlled signals,
otherwise the letter “A” is displayed.

2.424

Signal: Banner
A type of semaphore signal with a small semaphore arm enclosed behind glass, which
gives its indication by horizontal or inclined positions of the arm which is illuminated a night.

2.425

Signal Box
The structure which houses the interlocking machine from which points and signals at an
interlocking are controlled.

2.426

Signal: Calling On
Subsidiary signal fixed under the accept/home, home or home/starting signal for the route
concerned and when showing a “proceed” indication authorises the driver to proceed
under control into a section of line which may be obstructed at any point.

2.427

Signal: Close Up
A subsidiary signal fixed on the post of a signal and indicating, when cleared, that the line
ahead is clear to the next “stop” signal only.
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Signal: Co-Acting
A fixed signal co-acting with another signal and fixed on the same post or adjacent thereto,
for the purpose of giving continuity of view to the train driver.

2.429

Signal: Colour Light
A fixed signal which uses coloured electric lights to give the signal indications during both
daylight and dark.

2.430

Signal: Conditionally Cleared
A signal that may clear from a stop to a low-speed or caution indication as a train
approaches, provided that the train speed is compatible with a reduced overlap.

2.431

Signal: Controlled
Any fixed signal which is controlled from an interlocking by a signaller.

2.432

Signal: Dead End
Shunting signals applying to short movements from the running line to a dead end siding
or yard.

2.433

Signal: Distant
A fixed signal placed at not less than braking distance from a fixed signal which can
indicate stop. The purpose of a distant signal is to indicate to the driver the indication of
the next signal.
Distant signals generally only display a caution or a clear indication.
However, distant signals in double line automatic areas may also display a stop indication
when the line between the distant signal and the next signal ahead is occupied or if the
distant signal fails.
A distant signal can be controlled from a signal box or operate in conjunction with the
indications displayed by the signal ahead.
Where more than one distant signal is controlled from a signal box, the distant signals are
described in the order in which they are approached by a train, e.g.:
- Outer distant - inner distant.
- Or outer distant - intermediate distant - inner distant.

2.434

Signal: Dwarf
Small size semaphore or colour light signals which can be either mechanically or power
worked. These signals are usually used where they can be easily seen from short distance
and the speed of approaching trains is low, such as in a shunting yard.

2.435

Signal: Fixed
Manual or power operated signals which are permanently located alongside or above the
line.

2.436

Signal: Home
A controlled signal which directly protects a permanent risk within an interlocking, e.g. a
set of points or a level crossing.
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A home signal is either controlled by the signaller or can be fixed to permanently display a
stop indication.
Where more than one home signal is controlled from a signal box, the home signals are
described in the order in which they are approached by a train travelling towards the signal
box, e.g. home – second home – third home – etc.

2.437

Signal: Home/Starting
A controlled signal which directly protects points, level crossings, or other permanent risks.
When cleared, this signal also gives the driver authority to enter the section provided that,
where required, the driver is in possession of the authority for the section.

2.438

Signal Indication
The visual indication of the position or aspect of a fixed signal.

2.439

Signal: Indicator
This term is no longer used by the Network Rules. Refer to Signal, Co-acting (2.428)

2.440

Signal: Junction Repeater
A Junction Repeater is displayed at the signal in rear of the signal at the junction, when
that signal is cleared, to inform the driver which way the junction is set. It consists of five
lunar white lights inclined towards the direction the route ahead is set. Generally used to
provide drivers of heavy freight trains with advance information that a route through a high
speed turnout is clear.

2.441

Signal: Low Speed Indication
A signal indication consisting of a small green light fixed below the “stop” indication on a
running signal. The low speed indication is provided to facilitate working where closer
headway is desired for following trains and permits a train to approach and pass the signal
at a restricted speed, usually 25 kph in trainstop fitted areas. Used also at crossing loops
in single line areas where overlaps for crossing moves are minimal.

2.442

Signal: Lower Quadrant
A two position semaphore signal which has an arm that operates from a horizontal position
downwards when cleared.

2.443

Signal: Marker Light
A small light fixed to a single light colour light signal post for the purpose of indicating the
location of a signal in the event of the main signal light having failed. Off-set to the right on
an automatic signal and directly underneath the main signal on a controlled signal.

2.444

Signal Off
The signal displaying a proceed indication.

2.445

Signal On
The signal at stop.
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Signal: Outer Home
An outer home signal is a controlled signal which controls the movement of trains over the
portion of line between that signal and the next signal in advance where a risk may only
exist under certain circumstances. For example, a risk may exist for an approaching train
when another train is required to shunt back outside a home signal towards the outer home
signal.

2.447

Signal: Permissive
A fixed signal that can be passed at stop after stopping without the signaller’s permission,
in accordance with safeworking procedures.

2.448

Signal Position
A term used to describe indications of signals given by semaphore arms.

2.449

Signal: Position Light
A fixed signal in which the indications are given by the position of two or more lights.

2.450

Signal: Power Worked
Fixed signals worked by electricity or compressed air.

2.451

Signal Repeater
An indicator, in a signal box, which indicates whether a signal is at stop or clear.

2.452

Signal: Repeater
A signal fixed on the approach side of a fixed signal in order to give advance information
to a driver of the aspect or position of the fixed signal to which it refers.

2.453

Signal: Reverser
A device introduced into the operating connections of a mechanically operated fixed signal,
which enables the train passage to replace the signal to stop independently of the signaller.

2.454

Signal Route
A section of track from a signal which provides an authority to proceed into that section up
to the next signal, buffer stop, stop board, or limit of shunt board, that represents the limit
of the authority to proceed.

2.455

Signal: Running
A signal used for running movements between one signal and the next.

2.456

Signal: Searchlight
A fixed signal of single unit type in which one of two or three aspects can be shown by
means of a movable vane, and so constructed that a beam of light is passed through a
colour filter fixed to this vane, the light beam being transmitted in a concentrated beam by
means of a reflector and a special lens.

2.457

Signal Selector
An item of interlocking equipment which ensures that when two or more signals are worked
from the same lever only the signal for which the points are set can be cleared.
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Signal: Semaphore
A fixed signal by which the day indications are given with a semaphore arm and the night
indications by lights.

2.459

Signal: Semi-Automatic
A fixed signal which can be controlled by a signaller but which can also be switched to
“automatic”. When the signal is in “automatic”, it is operated by the location of train over
track circuits on the departure side of the signal.

2.460

Signal: Shunt Ahead
Subsidiary signals fixed on the post of a home/starting or starting signal, and giving
authority for the signal to be passed for shunting purposes only into a single line section.

2.461

Signal: Shunting
Signals used for low speed movements from sidings to main lines, and vice versa, and
within sidings, and from one running line to another and for movements past a running
signal at stop.

2.462

Signal: Splitting Distants
Two distant signals erected side by side, to tell a driver in advance which way the train is
being routed at the junction ahead.

2.463

Signal: Starting
A controlled signal which, when cleared, gives the driver authority to enter the section
provided that, where required, the driver is in possession of the authority for the section.

2.464

Signal: Subsidiary
A small semaphore or light signal provided below a running signal.

2.465

Signal: Tonnage
Signals at which trains over a prescribed load must be brought to a stand unless the signal
is showing the full clear indication. The purpose is to prevent trains being brought to a
stand on a heavy rising grade.

2.466

Signal: Track Controlled
Signals, partially or wholly controlled by track circuits, which return to their most restrictive
position after a train passes.

2.467

Signal: Upper Quadrant
A semaphore signal which, when operated to the proceed position, is either 45º or 90º
above the horizontal.

2.468

Signal: Wrong Road
Signals used for movements in the wrong running direction on a running line.
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Signaller
The person whose duty it is to enter train control commands into the signalling system,
and to observe the status of the signalling system and the trains upon it. This includes the
duties of “train controller”, in Train Order Working areas.

2.470

Signalling: Double Light
A system of colour light signalling where a running signal indication is given by two colour
lights.

2.471

Signalling: Multiple-Aspect
A fixed colour light signal capable of giving three or more aspects.

2.472

Signalling Rail
The rail so designated in rail track circuits in electrified areas, which is not designed to
carry electric traction return currents. The other rail of the pair is designated the traction
rail.

2.473

Signalling: Route
An arrangement of signal aspects or indications which convey to the driver the route on
which the train is to travel.

2.474

Signalling: Single Light
A system of colour light signalling where the running signal indication is given by a single
colour light (plus a band of three lights for a turnout indication).

2.475

Signalling: Speed
A combination of signalling aspects which conveys to the driver the speed at which he is
permitted to proceed.

2.476

Signalling System
A system which provides a means to safely regulate the movement of trains on a railway
through the use of appropriate technology.
The signalling system is an integral part of a safeworking system and employs technical
equipment to provide safe and efficient control of the movements of a stated quantity of
rail traffic over a given network of track.
The safeworking system includes operating procedures for train movements should the
signalling system fail.
The signalling system refers to the whole of the technology established between the
signaller and the train or driver, by which control decisions for the safe and efficient
movement of the train through the area of control establish a safe route for the train and
are communicated to the train and its driver, and by which the signaller receives
information on the state of the track and the location of trains on it.
The notional boundaries of the signalling system are at the signaller’s hands and eyes, the
train wheels and the driver’s eyes, and the running rails (for points and train detection).
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Signalling: Two Position/Two Aspect
Signalling using stop signals that only show two indications, “Stop” and “Clear”, preceded
by distant signals showing only “Caution” or “Clear”.

2.478

Single Line
A single running line on which trains can travel in either direction.

2.479

Single Line Track Block
A track block system of safeworking used on single lines which allows only one train to be
in the section between interlockings at any one time.

2.480

SL Lock
A general safeworking padlock with keys held by authorised operations and engineering
staff.

2.481

Solenoid
An electromagnetic device used to open and close contacts in an electrical circuit or to
open and close a valve in an electro-pneumatic or hydraulic pressure line.

2.482

Solid State Interlocking (SSI)
A British developed computer based interlocking system using high integrity
microprocessor based technology both for the central interlocking (Multi-Processor Module
- MPM) and for the trackside controls (Trackside Function Modules - TFM’s).

2.483

Spark-Gap Connection
An arrestor which connects a stanchion or metal structure to the traction return rail when
the arrestor breaks down due to stray traction voltage on the structure. Stray traction
voltage may be caused by insulation breakdown or direct contact with the 1500 volt DC
traction overhead. The arrestor breakdown short circuits the traction feeder and trips the
circuit breaker to remove the traction supply from the overhead.

2.484

Spectacle
That part of a semaphore signal which holds the roundels for the light indication at night
and to which the signal arm is fastened.

2.485

Staff
The token used in a train staff system, the possession of which gives the train permission
to enter a block section.

2.486

Staff Station
An interlocking which is provided in order to work the Staff and Ticket or Electric Train Staff
system.

2.487

Starting Signal Control
A control on the starting signal in most Block Telegraph sections. This control prevents the
signaller from clearing the starting or home/starting signal unless the block instrument is
showing “line clear”.
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Stick Circuit
A term applied to a circuit used to maintain a relay or similar unit energised through its own
contact.
Signalling relay control circuits may include Approach Sticks (re: approach locking), Route
Sticks (re: route locking), Direction Sticks (re: direction proving), Track Sticks (re: signal
control relay down proving), and/or Lever Sticks (re: re-clearing of a controlled signal after
train passage).

2.489

Stockrail
The rail against which the point of a point switch rests.

2.490

Stockrail: Joggled
A stockrail joggled such that a thick tipped point switch fits into the set in the stockrail, so
that the running face of the switch lines up with the running face of the stockrail. With facing
points the opposite point switch is frequently housed.

2.491

Stretcher Bar
Part of the points equipment for the purpose of maintaining the required distance between
the switches of a pair of points. It may be either insulated or non-insulated.

2.492

Surge Protection
Equipment and systems for protecting electrical operating systems from transient electrical
overload conditions due to external influences such as lightning, power supply switching,
fault conditions.

2.493

Switch: Flexible
A continuous point switch that is “heel-less”; with the heel block bolted solidly through the
switch.

2.494

Switch: Housed
A point switch which has a guide placed alongside it (and over it when in the open position),
the purpose of which is to hold wheel flanges away from the tip of the opposite switch
and/or away from a joggle in the stockrail (See Stockrail, Joggled).

2.495

Switch Machine (See Point Machine)

2.496

Switch: Switch Blade (See Point Switch)

2.497

Switches: Independent
Points with each point switch of the pair of point switches separately and independently
interlocked and controlled.

2.498

Tappet
A device, usually a notched metal bar, which actuates the mechanical locking of a
mechanical interlocking machine by the movement of the lever.
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Telemetry System
Equipment for multiplexing control and/or indication inputs for transmission over a
telecommunications bearer or radio link. The messages for transmission are encoded and
decoded by the telemetry equipment at the ends of the transmission line. Multiplexing may
be Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) or Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM). Used for
remote control from a central office location to one or more field stations.

2.500

Telephone Block Working
A method of block working which is maintained by telephone. A signaller must not allow a
train to enter the block section until the previous train has been reported by telephone as
having arrived complete at the next block location.

2.501

Telephone Train Control System
A telephone system which connects the Train Control Centre to all other operational
locations in that control area, so that the train controller can efficiently direct the movement
of trains.

2.502

Test: Analysis
This is an inspection of items of equipment for conformance of component type, rating,
indexing, labelling, and allocation to the documentation details of the design plans,
diagrams, analysis sheets and specification.

2.503

Test: Aspect Sequence
An aspect sequence test is the verification of the signal’s aspects and aspect sequence,
in accordance with the design drawings and any special aspect sequence charts drawn up
specifically for this test.

2.504

Test: Continuity
This is the process whereby the wiring is checked to see that it is in conformity with the
wiring diagrams and that all wires are continuous from termination point to termination
point.
This test is generally carried out simultaneously with a wire count and insulation test.

2.505

Test: Circuit Function Test to Wiring Diagram
This is the energisation of each circuit, or part of a circuit, and verifying by operation or
disconnection that each and every control device, fuse and link is effective in controlling
the circuit function in accordance with the circuit diagram. The specific contacts on control
devices such as relays are not verified.

2.506

Test: Circuit Strap And Function Test To Wiring Diagram
This is a more in-depth circuit function test. It is the energisation of each circuit, or part of
circuit, and verifying by operation or disconnection that each and every control contact,
fuse and link is effective in controlling the circuit function in accordance with the circuit
diagram.
As each control contact is operated to open the circuit, a strap is applied across the contact
and re-energisation of the circuit is verified by observation of the voltmeter and circuit
function.
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Test: Contact Proving
This is an apparatus inspection and apparatus function test to prove that equipment
contacts are the correct type, are correctly adjusted and electrically open and close when
the equipment is operated.

2.508

Test: Correspondence
This is a through test to verify that a function is in correspondence with its respective
controlling equipment and/or indicating equipment. It includes an out of correspondence
test to prove that if the function does not fully respond then that is detected.

2.509

Test: Design Integrity
This is a system interlocking and control function test similar to the Function Test to the
Control Tables, but working from the operational requirements and signalling principles,
not directly from Interlocking and Control Tables or Aspect Sequence Charts.

2.510

Test: Facing Point Lock
A test generally carried out by inserting an obstruction gauge between the stockrail and
the closing switch of facing points to confirm that the facing point lock of the point operating
mechanism cannot complete its operation and to confirm that the points detection indicates
that the points are not safe for the passage of trains.

2.511

Test: Function
This is a test in which a function is operated by power through its controls to test that it
achieves its specified purpose and includes testing that it will assume a safe state when
the power is removed.

2.512

Test: Function Test To Control Tables
This is the operation of the equipment from the control panel, keyboard, levers, switches,
or VDU (Visual Display Unit) to verify that the system operates safely in accordance with
the electrical interlocking and controls incorporated in the design drawings, namely the
Control Tables.

2.513

Test: Insulation
This is a test of the resistance of the insulation between an electrical circuit conductor and
“earth” or directly between the conductors of two separate electrical circuits. The test is
made at a specified voltage which is high compared to the circuit voltage.

2.514

Test: Level Crossing
This is an operational test of level crossing control circuits to check for adequate protection
time, time of operation, etc. The checks are made by comparison with Track Plans, Control
Tables etc.

2.515

Test: Mechanical Interlocking
This is a test of mechanical interlocking in interlocking frames, releasing keys/annett locks,
half pilot staff locks, staff instruments, mechanical detectors, etc, to Locking Tables,
Locking Diagrams and Working Sketches.
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Test: Null Count
This is a check against the circuit book analysis sheets to verify that there are no wires
terminated on spare contacts of relays and other operating mechanisms, nor on spare
fuses, links, terminals, and all other spare termination points.

2.517

Test: On-Site
These are tests using signalling power supplies of equipment and circuits installed in
signalling structures with the track side equipment connected.

2.518

Test: Points Correspondence
This is a test to ensure that the position of a set of points is in agreement with that required
by the interlocking.

2.519

Test: Pre-Site
These are tests of manufactured equipment and circuits using temporary supplies prior to
site installation. These are generally not certification tests, but rather quality control tests.

2.520

Test: Set to Work
This is not a certification test but part of the process of setting the equipment to work
correctly. It is the initial powering up of the signalling circuitry and local apparatus at a relay
room or location case to test that it is able to carry out its function correctly.

2.521

Test: Through Function
This is a circuit function test of a circuit or series of related circuits running between
locations, e.g. signal boxes, relay rooms, etc, to ensure the fuses, links and control devices
effectively control the final function. It includes through function testing from a signaller’s
control on the operator interface to the operation of the trackside signalling equipment, and
to its change-of-state indication back to the signaller’s indicator diagram.

2.522

Test: Wire Count
This is a count of the number of conductors terminated on each wire termination point and
at every wire termination point. The count is certified against the circuit wiring diagrams
and cross checked against the analysis sheets.

2.523

Through Function Test
This is a circuit function test of a circuit or series of related circuits running between
locations, e.g. signal boxes, relay rooms, etc to ensure the fuses, links and control devices
effectively control the final output.

2.524

Time Distance Curves
Time distance curves are employed in the planning of signal positions. The time is plotted
vertically against a horizontal distance scale, and the curves indicate the position of a train
at any particular time for the section of the line under consideration.

2.525

Time Release
A device used to prevent the operation of an operative unit until after the expiration of a
predetermined time interval after the device has been actuated.
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Token
An object which must accompany a train as the authority for the train to occupy the section.
A token can be a metal staff, a ticket or a special authority.

2.527

Token System
A system regulating the traffic on single track lines, under which the right to enter a section
is given to the train through delivery of a token to the train driver. This token usually
consists of a staff.

2.528

Track Block System
A system of safeworking used on single or double lines in track-circuited areas.

2.529

Track Circuit: AC
A track circuit with a 50 hertz Alternating Current track feed.

2.530

Track Circuit: AC/DC
A track circuit with a rectified Alternating Current track feed.

2.531

Track Circuit: Audio Frequency
A “jointless” track circuit where each track circuit along a track operates alternately at one
of two modulated audio frequencies, and separation between adjacent track circuits is
achieved via tuned loops instead of insulated block joints. There are two types of design,
one in which the receiver is operated by changes in the track voltage across the rails and
one where the receiver is operated by changes in the current in the rails.

2.532

Track Circuit
An electrical circuit where current is carried through the rails and is used to detect the
presence of a train when the train’s axles short circuit the current. Track circuits are used
in the operation and control of points and signals.

2.533

Track Circuit: Centre-Fed
A track circuit wherein the current is supplied at or near the centre with relays at each end.

2.534

Track Circuit: Coded
Impulse current track circuit in which the number, frequency, polarity or duration of the
impulses, or several of these characteristics at a time, are utilised in order to permit
selection of action on one or more receiving apparatus units, specially adjusted for these
and connected to the same track circuit.

2.535

Track Circuit: DC
A track circuit with a Direct Current track feed.

2.536

Track Circuit: Double Rail
Track circuit in which both rails are used for traction return, and also for track circuit
currents, with separation between adjacent track circuits being achieved by insulating
joints in both rails, or electronic separation joints.
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Track Circuit: Drop Shunt
The maximum resistance in ohms which will cause the track relay contacts to drop away
when this resistance is placed between the rails of the track circuit at the most adverse
shunting location.

2.538

Track Circuit: High Voltage Impulse
A track circuit fed by high voltage pulses of particular shape and size which are recognised
by a receiver and special track relay.

2.539

Track Circuit Overlay
A track circuit installed on a section of track over which one or more existing track circuits
are operating. Overlay track circuits are usually audio-frequency systems, configured so
that the main and overlay track circuits operate independently of each other.

2.540

Track Circuit: Prevent Shunt
Maximum value of the resistance which, placed between the two rails of a track circuit, will
prevent the energisation of the track relay.

2.541

Track Circuit: Shielding Impedance
A series resistor, parallel inductance impedance unit inserted in a single rail 50 hertz AC
track relay circuit to limit, divert and prevent traction return DC current affecting the AC
track relay.

2.542

Track Circuit: Single Rail
A track circuit in which one rail is used as a common rail for traction return, and the other
is divided into sections by means of insulating joints.

2.543

Track Circuit: Westrak
A track circuit with an Alternating Current track feed and a Direct Current track relay
connected in parallel at the feed end with a half-wave rectifier connected across the track
at the other end of the track circuit.

2.544

Track Control System
A system of safeworking used on single or double lines in track-circuited areas (or on single
lines provided with axle counting equipment).

2.545

Track Indicator
An indicator, in a signal box, which shows the signaller whether or not the portion of trackcircuited line represented by that indicator is occupied by a train. At some interlockings,
where only certain portions of lines are track-circuited, individual track indicators are
provided. At fully track-circuited interlockings the indicators are grouped together to form
a track indicator diagram.

2.546

Track Indicator Diagram
An illuminated diagram which indicates whether the track circuits within the controlled and
adjoining areas of a signal box are occupied by trains. The diagram may also include
indications of routes set, signal repeaters, points indicators, control repeaters, time
releases, power supplies, etc.
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Track Locking
Locking of signals or points applied and maintained by the presence of trains on particular
sections of track, as detected by track circuits.

2.548

Track Stick
A circuit provided to prove that a signal has returned to stop, and its signal control relays
have de-energised, after the passage of a train.

2.549

Traction Rail
The rail(s) in which traction current is returned to the substation.

2.550

Trailing Movement
The movement of a train over points which are trailing points for the direction in which the
train is moving.

2.551

Train Bar
A bar which is connected to the facing point lock and which is used to span the additional
distance if the home signal is located further from the points than the length of a single
facing point lock bar.

2.552

Train Control System
The term Train Control System (TCS) shall be taken to mean one or more microprocessor
based operator interface stations with the processing capacity to handle route setting,
automatic route setting, train tracking, train describing, train reporting, event logging and
all similar functionality.

2.553

Train Controller
A certified employee who is responsible for planning, organising and controlling all train
services in accordance with the timetable and train priorities and: in the event of a
disruption to service, for scheduling the available facilities to restore the service as quickly
and safely as possible in accordance with safeworking procedures.

2.554

Train Describer
Signalling equipment provided to identify trains individually on a signaller’s track indicator
diagram, console unit, video display unit or video projection screen.
Train Describers provide signallers with a visual display showing the identity and location
of trains within their area of control, with the facility for interposing, modification and
interrogation of train description and with alarms that warn signallers of events taking place
associated with the Train Describer.

2.555

Train Describer Fringe Box
A signal box controlling a location that is an entry point for a train describer system. The
fringe box contains train describer equipment and train identification details can be entered
manually for the next train(s) to depart the particular controlled location.

2.556

Train Graph
A plot of actual and projected train movements on a graph with axis of location versus time.
Used by train controllers to predict crossing locations for opposing trains on single line
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sections and to manage the train movements accordingly. It serves also as a record of
actual crossing locations and times.

2.557

Train Operated Route Release (See Automatic Route
Normalisation)

2.558

Train Order Working
A system of safeworking on single lines where train movements are governed by Train
Orders issued by a Train Controller, who ensures that no conflicting train orders are on
issue.

2.559

Train Orders: Computer Assisted
A computer system which assists the Train Controller in compiling, issuing, cancelling and
recording train, mishap and shunt orders and track warrants, and provides a graphical
representation of the extent of orders and warrants issued, location of trains and crossings
programmed.

2.560

Train Radio
A radio system use to aid train operations and to provide communications between train
crews, train controllers, and track maintenance staff.

2.561

Trainstop
A device located on the track, usually adjacent to fixed signals, and fitted with an arm which
is raised when the signal is at stop. If a train fitted with a trip valve passes the trainstop
when the trainstop is in the raised position, the trip valve will strike the raised trainstop arm
and apply the train’s brakes.

2.562

Trainstop: Conditionally Cleared
A trainstop arm which moves from the raised (tripping) position to the lowered (cleared)
position when a train approaches, provided that the train is approaching the train stop at
the correct speed.

2.563

Train Warning and Protection System (TWPS)
A British advancement of their Automatic Warning System (AWS) with overspeed sensors
and trainstop loops added in the track to transmit to fitted trains and enforce braking as
required by the signal indication.

2.564

Transmission Based Signalling (Communication Based
Signalling)
A closed loop system which uses digital radio to provide vital data transmission between
on-board train systems and signalling control systems.
The concept of a Transmission Based Signalling is one in which each train in an area of
control continuously informs a central signalling system details of its position, speed and
acceleration, and the central signalling system continuously transmits to the train a limit of
authority and details about the trains required speed profile. In this concept, by using trainto-control centre radio systems, the track side equipment may become limited to point
operating mechanisms and passive track mounted transponders used to give reference
points for on-board tachometers so that effects such as slip, slide and wheel wear can be
accommodated.
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Transponder
A unit usually mounted in the track and used to transmit information between track and
train at short range radio frequencies. An antenna on the train passes over the transponder
and one interrogates the other. The transponder may be passive and powered by carrier
energy transmitted from the train, or be active, transmitting continuously or only when
interrogated by a train. The transponder may hold fixed information and/or receive updated
information through connection to the signalling system.

2.566

Treadle
A device mounted next to a rail by which the deflection of the rail (due to the passage of
an engine or vehicle) or the impact of the train wheels, or other means, operates a contact
to open or close an electric circuit to detect the passage of train wheels.

2.567

Trip Valve
A pneumatic value mounted near the left-hand leading axle of multiple unit electric trains.
If a train passes a trainstop when the trainstop arm is in the raised position, the trip valve
arm will be moved backwards by the raised trainstop arm. The train’s brakes will then be
automatically applied.

2.568

Turnout
The assembly of stockrails, point switches, crossings and closure rails by means of which
rolling stock may be diverted from one track to another.

2.569

Unattended Interlocking
The term used to describe an interlocking which is not being controlled by a signaller. At
some unattended interlockings the signals and points are worked by the train crew.

2.570

Unidirectional Signalling
Signalling provided to allow the movement of trains in one direction only over a line.

2.571

Unit Lever Operation
A method of signalling control with a separate lever for each set of points, each release
switch and each signal. In setting up a signal route, the signaller is required to operate the
levers for required points and/or releases individually before operating the lever for the
particular signal. This contrasts with route control systems, entrance/exit or one control
switch.

2.572

Up Line
In a double line area, the line normally used by trains travelling towards Sydney.

2.573

Validation
Confirmation by examination and provision of objective evidence that the particular
requirements for a specific intended use are fulfilled.
The test and evaluation of the integrated software system to ensure compliance with users’
requirements. Validation is generally used to refer to a larger process than verification (see
below). In particular, whereas verification tests software against the specification for that
software, validation of the system is concerned with whether the operation of the system
provides the results needed by the user. Validation therefore involves consideration of
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whether the specification of a system sufficiently and accurately represents the needs of
the user.
Validation is the process of establishing that the system as specified meets the
requirements for use in its intended application.

2.574

Verification
Testing and evaluation of an item of equipment, or a system to assure compliance with its
specification or other requirements.
Confirmation by examination and provision of objective evidence that the specified
requirements have been fulfilled.
Verification refers to the inspection and testing of the system at each phase of its safety
lifecycle, including the utilisation phase, to ensure that the system meets its specification
requirements.

2.575

Visual Display Unit (VDU)
Terminal device usually incorporating a cathode ray tube with a screen on which text and
graphics can be displayed. Used as an I/O (input/output) device in conjunction with a
keyboard or a mouse for interactive computing.

2.576

Vital
Signalling equipment and circuits are considered vital where failure to function correctly
could cause an unsafe outcome either directly or together with another signalling
equipment or circuit failure. Vital signalling equipment is equipment whose safe operation
is fundamental to the safe operation of the signalling system. Equipment for use in this
mode should have been designed to ensure that it will not fail in an unsafe manner. This
may well involve designing it in such a way that should it fail it will fail in a predetermined
state which does not lead to an unsafe situation. Such equipment is termed “fail-safe”.

2.577

Warning Light
A light provided for warning employees of approaching trains. The warning light is
illuminated when there is no train approaching.

2.578

Wayside
Equipment and/or structures installed at locations alongside the Permanent Way. These
may also be referred to as “lineside” or “trackside”.

2.579

Wire Count
This is a count of the number of conductors terminated on each wire termination point and
at every wire termination point. The count is certified against the circuit wiring diagrams
and cross checked against the analysis sheets.

2.580

Wrong Side Failure
Failure of a signalling unit or subsystem which brings the system to a hazardous condition
where the movement of trains could be endangered by allowing a false proceed authority
to be given.
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XL Lock
A special safeworking padlock, with a limited number of keys, held by authorised
operations staff.

2.582

Yard Limits
The defined area at an interlocking where yard working applies.

2.583

Yard Working
A method of working trains within yard limits.
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